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President Ram Nath Kovind
on Sunday gave his assent to

the three farms Bills passed by
Parliament even as the farmers'
organisation and Opposition
parties continued to rally
against the controversial legis-
lations. One of BJP's oldest
allies and a founding member
of the NDA, the Shiromani
Akali Dal, on Sunday called for
unifying the Opposition to
take on the BJP.

The Opposition had earli-
er urged the President to return
the Bills to Parliament saying
the Bills were anti-farmer and
had been rammed through the
Rajya Sabha without a division
of votes. SAD president
Sukhbir Singh Badal on Sunday
called upon all political parties
and organisations to close
ranks for a united fight to pro-
tect the interests of farmers,
farm labour and farm produce
traders in the country, espe-
cially in Punjab.

"We are ready to join or fol-
low any struggle in the overall
interests of the farmers, farm
labour, Arhatiyas and other
farm produce traders," said
Badal, while making his first
public speech after the party
broke alliance with the NDA on
Saturday night. Badal received
instant support from the
Trinamool Congress. "We sup-
port Sukhbir Singh Badal and
Akali Dal's stand with the
farmers. Fighting for farmers is
part of Trinamool DNA. In
2006, Mamata Banerjee risked
her life on a historic 26-day fast
for farmers' rights. We oppose
Farm Bills 2020 as they endan-
ger States' role, MSP, PDS pro-
curement, TMC leader Derek
O'Brien  tweeted.

Thanking Derek for his
support, Sukhbir tweeted,
"Derek — your stand against
the Agriculture Bills in
Parliament is well known.
Appreciate your support." He
said the country needed to

understand and empathise with
the farmers and farm labour in
view of the pathetic conditions
in which they were living.

Reiterating his party's firm
commitment to preserving
peace, communal harmony
and fraternity in Punjab at all
costs, Badal said, "We must not
flinch from the ideals of keep-
ing our struggle for people's
rights absolutely peaceful and
democratic. I must caution
against attempts to defame our
struggle by disturbing peace
but that should only strength-
en our resolve to safeguard the
age-old values of Punjabi fra-
ternity and the path of peace-
ful democratic struggle."

He again advised the Chief
Minister to issue an Ordinance
to declare the whole State a
Mandi (Principal Marketing
Yard) to save farmers from
“black laws”. Badal was address-
ing gatherings of party workers
and farmers at Ropar,

Hoshiarpur and Phagwara on
Sunday, to mobilise them for
October 1 Kisan March, which
would commence from all three
religious Takht Sahibs in Punjab
and culminate at Mohali.

Taking a cue from its coun-
terpart in Rajasthan, the
Amrinder Singh Government
in Punjab is considering bring-
ing a legislation declaring the
entire State as a Principal
Mandi Yard to nullify the
Central Act. 

This would nullify the
Central law prohibiting impo-
sition of any tax or cess on out-
of-mandi transactions.

Declaration of Punjab as a
mandi will ensure farmers sell-
ing directly to third parties will
get MSP and the State earns its
mandi tax.
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The exit of Shiromani Akali
Dal (SAD), one of the old-

est allies of the BJP, from the
National Democratic Alliance
(NDA), would not impact the
strong majority of the 303-
member BJP in the Lok Sabha
but it may dent its own catchy
and all-season political slogan
of “sabka saath, sabka vikas”. 

The NDA has now been
reduced to a conglomeration of
Janata Dal(U), LJP, AIADMK,
Jana Nayak Janata Party, Apna
Dal and a handful of regional
outfits in North-East.

The SAD has only two
members in the Lok Sabha,
including Harsimrat Kaur, who
resigned from the Modi
Government following SAD's
protest over three farm Bills
recently passed by Parliament.

The three Rajya Sabha
members of the SAD are
Balwinder Singh Bhunder,

Naresh Gujral and Sukhdev
Singh Dhinsa. 

On the eve of Lok Sabha
polls in 2019 and soon after the
poll victory, the BJP had
claimed to having 36 NDA
allies which included major
parties like Telugu Desam Party
(TDP), Shiv Sena and SAD,
Janata Dal-United JD(U) and
several other assorted region-
al outfits across the 
country.

The departure of SAD in a
year when Shiv Sena too “lost
patience” with the BJP and less
than two years following the
TDP's decision to move out of
the NDA in 2018 reflects that
the BJP is increasingly assert-
ing itself with its plans and pro-
grammes after its sweeping
victory in the Lok Sabha.

Peoples Democratic Party
(PDP) of Mehbooba Mufti in
Jammu & Kashmir and
Upendra Kushwaha's RSLP in
Bihar, left the NDA due to dif-

ferent political reasons.
The NDA which started in

1998 under Atal Bihar
Vajpayee has transformed con-
siderably since 2014. With
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and Union Home
Minister Amit Shah taking a
tight grip over the affairs of the
Government and the party
and setting the BJP with an aim
of “speedy expansion” in the
States and introduce its policies
the allies have reasons to feel
threatened.

The protest against the too
much of centralisation of deci-
sion-making in the NDA had
also created rumblings in the
North-East with Asom Gana
Parishad walking out of the
NDA to protest Citizenship
(Amendment) Bill but it
rejoined later. Another region-
al NDA ally Bodo People's
Front too had differences with
the BJP which were ironed out
by State leadership.
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With an average over
85,000 cases per day dur-

ing the last fortnight, India on
Sunday crossed the six-million
mark of the coronavirus cases.
The second-most-affected
country by the numbers of
active and total cases, and
third by the fatality count,
India has added 6,72,564 cases
since September 20. The last
one million cases for India
have come in just 12 days. 

With this speed, India will
surpass the United States
(7,290,347) in the next 15-20
days. 

The fatality cases will cross
one lakh in the next 5-6 days
with an average of 1100-1200
cases per day. According to the
Health Ministry's data, 10
States and UTs — Maharashtra,
Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka,
Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Uttar
Pradesh, Odisha, Delhi, West
Bengal and Chhattisgarh —
account for 80 per cent of the
new cases reported in a 
day. 

The five most affected
States by total cases are
Maharashtra (13,39,232),
Andhra Pradesh ( 6,75,674),
Tamil Nadu (5,80,808),
Karnataka (5,75,566), and Uttar
Pradesh (381491). There are
five States with the biggest 24-
hour jump in total cases are
Maharashtra (18,056),
Karnataka (9,543), Kerala
(7,445), Andhra Pradesh
(6,923), and Tamil Nadu
(5,791).

A total 76 per cent of the
new recovered cases are found
in 10 States and UTs —
Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh,
Uttar Pradesh, Tamil Nadu,
Karnataka, Odisha, Delhi
Chhattisgarh, Kerala and West
Bengal. Maharashtra continues
to top this list.

Union Health Minister
Harsh Vardhan on Sunday said
the Indian population is still far
from reaching herd immunity
against Covid-19 as shown by
the Indian Council of Medical
Research`s (ICMR) second
Sero Survey.  As reports of
coronavirus reinfection in the
country emerge, the Minister
said such cases are under inves-
tigation.
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Union Health Minister Harsh
Vardhan said on Sunday

the Indian Council of Medical
Research (ICMR) is actively

researching on reports of Covid-
19 reinfection and although
the number of such cases is neg-
ligible at this moment, the
Government is fully seized of
the importance of the matter.
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New Delhi: The
national capital
reported 46
COVID-19 deaths on Saturday,
the highest in over 70 days, tak-
ing the number of deaths to
5,193, while 3,372 fresh cases
pushed the infection tally to
2,67,822, authorities said.

NEW DELHI :
Travellers from
Dubai and the
UK were primary
sources of Covid-
19 importations
into India,
according to an analytical study
done by Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT), Mandi.
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Former Bihar DGP
Gupteshwar Pandey, who

was all over national TV for the
last few months, joined the
State's ruling JD (U) on Sunday
amid indications he would con-
test the Assembly polls begin-
ning next month. 

Pandey joined the party in
the presence of Chief Minister
Nitish Kumar, who is also the JD
(U) president, less than a week
after taking voluntary retirement
from service.

His much-anticipated
induction took place a day
after he met Kumar and insist-
ed there was nothing political
in their conversation. 

The 1987 batch IPS officer
had strongly defended Kumar

on the issue of institution of a
CBI probe into the mysterious
death of Sushant Singh Rajput,
the Patna-born talented film
star.

The voluble officer had
reminded actor Rhea
Chakraborty, Rajput's girlfriend
and the main accused in the
abetment to suicide case being
probed by the CBI, of her
"auqat" (status) to question
Kumar, when she suggested
that there was politics behind
the Bihar Government's deci-
sion to push for a CBI 
probe.

Pandey's application for
VRS was accepted by Governor
Fagu Chauhan on September
21, five months before the
1987 batch IPS officer was to
superannuate, and in a rare ges-

ture, a three-month cooling off
period applicable to bureau-
crats was waived in his case.

"I have a long, loving asso-
ciation with Kumar. He per-
sonally called me and offered
party membership. 

“I have a public profile
and connect with
people…people love me. But
I don't know anything about
politics. I will do what I am
asked to do," he later told jour-
nalists. 

“Pandey also turned up at
a Press conference at the JD
(U) headquarters where he
was welcomed into the fami-
ly by Ashok Choudhary, a
Cabinet Minister who was
earlier in the day appointed
the working president of the
State unit.
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Six years after a head injury
he suffered from a fall at his

home confined him to the
hospital bed, former Union
Minister Jaswant Singh, a close
associate of ex-Prime Minister
Atal Bihari Vajpayee, died here
on Sunday. He was 82.

A former Army officer,
Singh had been ill following the
accident since August 2014. He
had been in and out of the
Army Research and Referral
Hospital since then. Three
months ago, he was back to the
hospital — for one last time.

"It is with profound grief
that we inform about the sad
demise of Major Jaswant Singh
(Retd), former Cabinet
Minister of Government of
India at on September 27,
2020. He was admitted on June
25, 2020 and being treated for
Sepsis with Multiorgan

Dysfunction Syndrome and
effects of Severe Head Injury
old (Optd) had a cardiac arrest
this morning," the hospital

said in a statement.
Singh fell out with the BJP

leadership prior to the 2014
Lok Sabha polls and was denied

the ticket. He went on to fight
the election as an Independent
candidate and lost. Three
months later, he met with what
would turn out to be a fatal
accident.

Born on January 3, 1938, in
Jasol village of Barmer district,
Rajasthan, Singh did his study
at the prestigious  Mayo
College and National Defence
Academy, Khadakwasla.  At the
age of 19, he joined a cavalry
regiment of the Indian Army.
After serving in the defence
services for eight years, he
resigned from his commission
in 1965 to take a plunge into
politics.

He didn't have much suc-
cess in his initial years in pol-
itics and had to wait till 1980
when the fledgling BJP sent
him to the Rajya Sabha. From
then on it was an uninterrupt-
ed stay in Parliament — five
times as member of the Upper

House and four times as Lok
Sabha MP — till 2014.

An able administrator  with
few blemishes of the type that
are associated with many lead-
ers,  Singh  had the swallow the
mortification of accompanying
three terrorists — Ahmed
Omar Saeed Sheikh, Mushtaq
Ahmad Zargar and Masood
Azhar — and escort the hijack-
ers of the IC 814 aircraft to
Kandahar in exchange for 175
passengers who were held
hostage by Pakistan-backed
terrorists.

His career, however, was
also hit by controversy when he
was in the Government during
the Kandahar the hijacking of
1999. 

Singh escorted three ter-
rorists — Ahmed Omar Saeed
Sheikh, Mushtaq Ahmad
Zargar and Masood Azhar —
to Kandahar in exchange for
175 passengers of IC 814 air-

craft who were held hostage by
Pakistan-backed terrorists.

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and other top BJP lead-
ers paid rich tributes to Singh.
Modi said Singh served India
diligently and will be remem-
bered for his unique perspec-
tive on matters of politics and
society

The PM later spoke to
Singh's son Manvendra to con-
vey his condolences.

Modi said, "Singh served
our nation diligently, first as a
soldier and later during his long
association with politics.
During Atal's Government, he
handled crucial portfolios and
left a strong mark in the worlds
of finance, defence and exter-
nal affairs. Saddened by his
demise."

Singh, considered close to
Vajpayee and veteran leader L
K Advani, held defence, finance
and external affairs portfolios

in the Vajpayee Government.
In his message, Modi

added, "Singh will be remem-
bered for his unique perspec-
tive on matters of politics and
society. He also contributed to
the strengthening of the BJP. I
will always remember our
interactions. Condolences to
his family and supporters. Om
Shanti."

Expressing his anguish,
Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh said Singh served the
nation in several capacities
and distinguished himself as an
effective Minister and parlia-
mentarian

"Singh would be remem-
bered for his intellectual capa-
bilities and stellar record in ser-
vice to the nation. He also
played a key role in strength-
ening the BJP in Rajasthan.
Condolences to his family and
supporters in this sad hour. Om
Shanti," Singh said.
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The Congress on Sunday
released the second list of

nine candidates for the Madhya
Pradesh by-polls scheduled
soon. The party had earlier
released the list of 15 candidates.

The names were cleared by
party president Sonia Gandhi.
The Election Commission of
India is likely to announce the
by-poll dates by September 29.
But the political temperature is
already at all-time high as par-
ties are preparing for the by-elec-
tions on 28 seats.

Madhya Pradesh Convress
general secretary Rajiv Singh
told that in the list announced
on Sunday, Pankaj Upadhaya
will contest from Joura con-

stituency, Ajab Singh Kushwaha
from Sumawali, Satish Sikarwar
from Gwalior East, Harivallabh
Shukla from Pohri, Kanhiya
Ram Lodhi from Mungawali,
Parul Sahu from Surkhi, Uttam
Raj Inranjan Singh from
Mandhata, Abhishek Singh
Tinku Bana from Badnawar
and Rakesh Patidar from
Suwasara. The BJP leaders have
claimed that the MLAs who had
quit the Congress, bringing
down the Kamal Nath govern-
ment, will contest the election on
its ticket.

The Congress alleged that
the BJP is not announcing the
names for the elections, because
once the list is announced the
internal conflict among the
leaders will come to fore.
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Under a series of programs
organized throughout the

year to create awareness among
the general public and museum
workers, Indira Gandhi
Rashtriya Manav Sangrahalaya,
Bhopal conducted a lecture of
Shyam Benegal, a renowned
director and screenwriter,
focused on constitution mak-
ing. 

The 57-minute film,
‘Constitution Contact
Language Hindi or
Hindustani'’was directed online
/ via Facebook.

After watching the film,
The program coordinator
Doctor Soma Kiro told that,In
this film, the Constituent
Assembly reached the agree-
ment that ‘the official language

of India will be Hindi
(Devanagari script) but all the
Government work (court and
all other services) will be done
in English till 15 years after the
constitution comes into force.
In 1963, Nehru gave direction
to the Official Language Act,
under which he pointed out
that since 1965 all kinds of
communication will be offi-
cially done in Hindi and
English can be used as a sub-
sidiary language.In this regard,
the director of the museum,
Praveen Kumar Mishra further
explained that On 26 January
1965, the then Prime Minister
Lal Bahadur Shastri decided to
declare Hindi as the official lan-
guage and made it clear on All
India Radio in a message to the
nation that English can be
used till then. 

As long as the public wants
At the same time, removing the
fear of non-Hindi speakers, he
assured that every State can
decide on its own that in which
language it wants to do official
work or communication, it
can be a regional language or
English can also be a central
level. 

But along with Hindi,
English will also be the main
language of functioning and
communication. After strong
opposition, Hindi got the sta-
tus of the official language of

India but continued to get the
status of ‘national language’, no
one has the status of the nation-
al language in the Indian
Constitution, it has been clar-
ified by the Department of
Official Language that Hindi
As well as English, it can also
be used for work in Parliament
and Center. 

Apart from this, the States
have the right to decide their
own language under the legis-
lature, as a result of which 22
languages have official status in
India, including English and
Hindi, on different occasions it
has been clarified by the court
that all these languages With
equal status and no language
more or less than anyone, this
opportunity was seen by a
large number of 270 people
through Youtube.
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On the instructions of excise
commissioner Rajeev

Dubey, Indore excise depart-
ment is acting tough on the ille-
gal liquor syndicate for which
assistant excise commissioner
Indore Rajnaryan Soni has
formed different teams which
are led by excise controller
Indore Rajeev Dwivedi. 

A four-wheeler Maruti
Swift Dzire MP09 TA 6603 was
confiscated while entering into
Indore city from Betma tehsil
carrying 10 boxes of foreign
liquor around 90 bulk liters the
total cost of liquor and car
confiscated is 528400. In anoth-
er case a Bajaj pulsar bike MP09
QT 1520 was confiscated car-
rying 292 units of country made
liquor around 53 bulk liters the

total cost of bike and liquor is
112000. 

In another case 350 units of
country made liquor that is 63
liters was seized in the slum area
of Sudama Nagar worth value rs
35000. In another case 6 boxes
of foreign liquor were seized
from a car at Bherughat Manpur
area worth value �4 lakhs. In
another case 7 boxes of country

made liquor 16 boxes of foreign
liquor were seized from MOG
lines central excise residential
area house no AG 22 total
worth value �225000. 

In another case, around
381 units of country made
liquor total 69 bulk liter total
cost Rs 28575 was confiscated
from circle A area Indore. In
another case a Honda active

MP09 S S 1622 rider was arrest-
ed in Tejaji nagar area carrying
200 units of country made
liquor and 2 boxes of foreign
liquor total 54 liters total worth
value rs 111000. In all the cases
a total of around 550 bulk liters
of illegal liquor was confiscated
and the total worth value of the
liquor including the vehicles is
around 15 lakhs. 

All the accused have been
booked under excise section 34
(1) 34 (2). ADEO Santosh Singh
Kushwaha, ADEO Girish Pratap
Sikarwar ADEO Manish Barwe
ADEO Awadesh Pandey ADEO
Kamal Sikarwar S I Rajesh
Tiwari, SI Manmohan Sharma,
SI Manish Rathod SI K C
Roiwal, S I Meera Singh, SI
Manmohan Khare SI Shalini
Singh SI Nilesh Nema were part
of the different trap teams.
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On the last day of the pro-
gramme  organized under

Toornayad ’20, the much-
awaited competition Kavi
Sammelan Poet’s Meet was
organized. 

Kavita Tiwari was present
as guest poet in the final phase
of this competition and the
stage was conducted by poet
Karthikeya Shukla.

Under the Kavi Sammelan,
the participants in the first
phase sent their entries
(movies) through Anuradak
and for the final phase 4 par-
ticipants were selected who
gave a thrilling and lively pre-
sentation.

The programme started
with the prayer of Mother
Saraswati, the first poet
Kartikeya Shukla was present-
ed.

Subsequently, young poets

from different parts of the
country recited poems.

The final leg of the com-
petition was conducted entire-
ly online, which was broadcast
live via YouTube and FB. More
than 500 people were the part
of the program through online
mediums.

After the presentation of
the participants, the founding
member of Toornayad, Ritesh
Goyal Arya gave his presenta-
tion, then the guest poetess
Kavita Tiwari gave her perfor-
mance.

Toornayad is an event
organized by Rajbhasha
Karyanvayan Samiti, MANIT
the programme was held at
Student Activity Centre (SAC).
Notably, the Rajbhasha
Karyanvayan Samiti, MANIT
works towards encouraging
the youngsters to remain in
touch the national language of
the country i.e. n .
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Positive thinking, fasting, deep
sleep and regular yoga prac-

tice can keep a person healthy,”
says Yoga Guru Mahesh
Agarwal. 

During Covid-19, Mahesh
didn’t stop and continued moti-
vating people about healthy
lifestyle. His classes continued
regularly in the Golden Jubilee
Park Kolar Road. 

This is the time when every
person needs to stay positive and
Mahesh Agarwal helps people to
stay positive. He has been train-
ing people in Yoga from past 10
years in Bhopal. He travelled
around the State spreading
awareness about healthy lifestyle
and Yoga. 

“I take classes on Facebook
Live and it is the best platform
to motivate people,” says Mahesh.
Interestingly, people from across
the country attend his live class-

es. 
“I am amazed to share that

people from Gujarat, Lucknow,
Madhya Pradesh and other
States are a part of these classes.
Besides, all my classes are for the
beginners. I make sure that all
the members perform complete
aasnas and benefit themselves.”
It is to be noted that this month
Adarsh ??Yoga spiritual center
completed six months of free
yoga training through online

medium.
The Adarsh Yoga spiritual

center has taught people the art
of living healthy lives for the last
several years by conducting yoga
classes for free.

About his classes, he said,
“Currently from March 21 till
date, I go live daily through
Facebook from 5 am to 7 pm and
from 7 to 9 in the evening, from
5:30 to 7:30 pm, full practice is
given, in which how to reduce
stress by pranayama, how to keep
the blood pressure balanced,
back pain, sleep disc, sciatica, cer-
vical, thyroid, obesity, diabetes,
constipation, sleep sickness, how
to be safe from corona.
Bhustrika, Kapalbhati, Agnisara
Ujjaya Ujjaya are practiced.” 

Even on the occasion of
Yoga Day he motivated people to
do yoga with family while at
home, how to keep strict disci-
pline towards themselves in
adverse conditions.
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Chief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan conducted State-

level review of the situation of
corona in the State and the work
being carried out in preventing
infection. Through video con-
ferencing, he sought district-
wise information from all the
district collectors of the State
and instructed them to make
serious efforts in preventing
corona infection. Chouhan said
that corona recovery rate has
become more than 80 percent
in the State, but still continuous

efforts are necessary. All col-
lectors should ensure corona
treatment arrangements in their
respective districts, he added.

Chouhan directed the offi-
cers to take special precautions
in Jabalpur, Narsinghpur,
Shahdol, Umaria, Khargone
and Dhar. A separate review of
the situation in these districts
was held in the meeting. He also
sought information about the
period related to admission
and discharge of patients after
recovery from the Covid Care
Centres in the districts. He
instructed the collectors to con-

stantly monitor the work of the
Fever Clinics.

Minister for Medical
Education Vishwas Sarang,
Chief Secretary Iqbal Singh
Bains, Additional Chief
Secretary Health Mohammad
Suleman and Principal

Secretary to CM Manish
Rastogi were also present at the
meeting.

The Chief Minister sought
information through video con-
ferencing about the medical
facilities being given to patients
under home isolation. He
reviewed the availability of beds,
status of oxygen beds and avail-
ability of doctors in the hospi-
tals. Collector Gwalior informed
that besides Government hos-
pitals, good services are being
given for corona treatment in
private hospitals like Birla,
Kalyan and Apollo Hospital.

Additional Chief Secretary
Mohammad Suleman informed
that a detailed review of Covid
cases in Gwalior, Narsinghpur,
Sagar, Hoshangabad, Khargone,
Damoh, Jhabua, Shahdol, Betul,
Chhindwara, Satna, Dhar and
Indore has been conducted.
Recovery rate has increased in
most of the places. Fever clin-
ics are doing very well with
respect to Covid. At present,
23,000 tests have been con-
ducted. In the meeting,
Commissioner Gwalior was
instructed to ensure daily review
of the medical colleges.
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A48-year-old man was
found dead under suspi-

cious circumstances at Shivaji
Nagar under Habibganj police
station area on Saturday.

The deceased identified
as Arjun Kushwaha used to
work as gardener and went to
work at a house of Additional
Director at Shivaji Nagar where
during work he went uncon-
scious and rushed to nearby
hospital where he was declared
dead.

After the wife of
Additional Director spotted
Arjun lying in an unconscious
state and police were informed
and on the information, a
police team reached and start-
ed investigation.

After the preliminary
investigation, the body was
sent for the post mortem. The
police have registered a case
under Section 174 of the CrPC
and have started further inves-
tigation. 

During the investigation,
police found that the deceased
used to work as gardener and
used to visit houses for gar-
dening and in the morning vis-
ited the house for gardening
and after picking flowers he
provided flowers to wife of
Additional Director and after
she returned keeping the flow-
ers Arjun was found lying
unconscious.

Meanwhile, a man in the
age group of 40 years was
found dead near railway tracks
under Khajuri police area on
Saturday; man committed sui-
cide.

Police were informed after
a man was found dead at rail-
way tracks in the night on
Sunday and on the receipt a
police team reached the spot
and started investigation. In the
initial investigation police have
not found any thing which
could help in establishing the
identity of the deceased. 

After the preliminary
investigation the body was sent
for the post mortem and the
police have registered a case.
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The Bhopal Crime Branch raided K-2 club in Chunbatti area
and booked two persons involved in serving liquor illegal-

ly late in the night on Saturday and four miscreants who escaped
the bar were arrested on Sunday and recovered sharp edged
weapons from their possession.

At the K-2 club notorious criminal and watch list criminal
of Aishbagh police Zuber Maulana was celebrating his birthday
which was raided and Zuber along with his aide escaped the bar.

From the bar owner of the bar Vivek Shivhare and manag-
er of the bar Kailash Lodhi who were serving and consuming
Hooka and liquor. The two were booked under sections 188 and
269 of the IPC and 36(A) and 36(B) of the Excise Act and sec-
tions 20 and 2 of the Cigarettes and Other Tobacco Products Act
(COPTA) Act.

On Sunday the escaped accused were nabbed near Kaliasot
Dam and were identified as Wasit Ali alias Tanna, Mohammad
Zaid, Danish Baig and Rehman Khan while Zuber still remained
absconding. The nabbed accused were booked under section 25
of the Arms Act. The accused have been booked for serious crimes
in the past. 

The Excise department has suspended the license of the clubs
as expiry liquor was found served in the raid. The club was also
operating violating the lockdown regulations imposed for the
clubs. Hookah served was having tobacco which was again in
violation of the rules for the clubs. Search for the absconding
accused Zuber has been intensified. The arrested accused would
be grilled in the investigation to obtain details of Zuber. Later,
in the evening on Sunday Zuber was nabbed from TT Nagar. He
was found in possession of 1.5 kg ganja and �75,000 in cash. 
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After the two engineers of
Bhopal railways were sus-

pended by DRM for their
involvement in gang rape of 22-
year-old girl the custodian of rest
house has been suspended.

Abhijeet Saha who is custo-
dian was suspended as he
allowed the two accused Rajesh
Tiwari and Alok Malviya at the
rest guest who were not eligible
to use the facility.

Taking the matter with seri-
ousness a departmental enquiry
has been ordered in the matter.
A team has been formed to
enquire the matter and would
submit the report to the DRM at
the earliest into the matter.

The two are actively involved
in union organisation of railways
for long and have been office
bearers. The two used to visit
officer rest house frequently by pressuring lower rung employ- ees.  It was found that Tiwari

facilitated the opening of the rest
house. Rajesh Tiwari has a tur-
bulent past he was suspended
earlier after irregularities were
found but due to influence, he
managed to got back the 
job.

Police said that the two have
denied any involvement in the
sexual assault of the girl. The two
hold senior positions in the
department and have political
influence and using which they
have managed wrongdoings in
the past.

Tiwari is safety counsellor
and posted at DRM and is senior
section engineer (Mechanical)
and Alok Malviya is Senior
Section Engineer (Electricals)

Notably Rajesh became
friend with the victim over face-
book with Rajesh, assured her of
job in railways and when she
came to Bhopal she was gang
raped. 
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On the concluding day of
the three-day Lokrag fes-

tival different folk songs were
performed. 

The fest concluded on
Sunday at YouTube channel on
Madhya Pradesh State Tribal
Museum.  Lokrang was orga-
nized by the Tribal Folk Arts
and Boli Development
Academy, Madhya Pradesh
Culture Council.  

Folk songs including 'Yen
Neura Raseura Daija Dolar by
Mansharam and fellow artists
in the Korku tribal tradition
was Presented. 

'Nack Thade Rahio Lala ..
Rang Darungi ..., Shyamalia
Kha Ghare Radha' by Anamika
Pandey and troupe was pre-
sented.  Later, Shiv Gupta and
team performed ' Tum Kab
Aaoge Mari Hallai. 

Malvi Ram Bhajan by
Sugan Devi Gandharva was
presented. She performed
'Maiya Tene Ka Thani Mana,
Ram Siya Bade Dei Re'. 

This was followed by Kabir
gayan by Dayaram Sarolia '
Zara roshni karat hano, Mere
Ram Gaadi Wale.  

Meanwhile, under
Uttaradhikari Nimari folk
singing was presented by  Shiv

Gupta and group from
Khargone. 

They began with   'Maa
Narmada Kalimal Harani,
Mangal Karani '. 

This was followed with
Singaji's composition ' Tum
Kab Aaoge mari haalai .. ',
Gangaur festival songs'
Gangaur Chait mein aaye re ..
', and' Make me mari re valma,
hari-hari lakdi se kyon mari re
.. ',' Kahan de di re dada pahari.
. ',' Ghoogro Kavuli aayi ho
nandwai .. ',' Vidhna ne mila
nata, tumaro karo hit joo .. '

Later, Nimari folklore and
Ram bhajan' were 
presented.
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Chief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan will honour

Corona Warriors of the med-
ical field at 11 am at Minto Hall
on Monday. In Samman
Samaroh, Chief Minister
Chouhan will interact with
Corona warriors, who con-
tributed in rendering their ser-
vices in handling the Covid-19
pandemic. The Chief Minister
will honour and present letter
of appreciation certificates to all
the doctors and health workers
who contributed during the
Covid-19 epidemic.

Those who will be hon-
oured symbolically in the
Samman Samaroh include Dr.
Lokendra Dave, Dr. Umesh
Shukla, Ward Boy Mohammad
Waseem, Sanitation Worker
Shivkali of Bhopal, Assistant
Professor Medicine of Sagar Dr.
Manish Jain, Jaishree Kulkarni
of Nursing Staff-Indore and
Lab Technician Deepak

Batham of Gwalior.
The programme will be

held in joint aegis of Medical
Education and Public Health &
Family Welfare departments.
Minister for Medical Education
Vishwas Sarang and Minister
for Public Health and Family
Welfare Dr. Prabhuram
Chowdhary will preside over
the programme. Additional
Chief Secretary Health
Mohammad Suleman,
Commissioner Health Dr.
Sanjay Goyal and
Commissioner Medical
Education Shri Nishant
Varwade will be present on the
occasion.

Madhya Pradesh Gaan will
be held and a video film in
honour of Corona warriors
will be exhibited in the pro-
gramme. Minister for Medical
Education Vishwas Sarang and
Minister for Public Health and
Family Welfare Prabhuram
Chowdhary will boost the
morale of the Corona warriors.
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A19-year-old youth man
died while another escaped

with injuries after their motor-
bike was hit by a speeding truck
at Bawadia Kalan  overbrigde
under Shahpura  station area
on Sunday.

According to the police,
two injured man who were
severely injured after their
motorbike was hit by a speed-
ing truck were rushed to hos-
pital where one of them was
declared dead while one

escaped with minor injuries.
The deceased was identi-

fied as Rahul Naagle of Meera
Nagar while injured was iden-
tified as Manish Uike.

The bike bearing registra-
tion MP04NK4669 which the
two were riding was severely
damaged in the accident.

Police said truck bearing
registration number
MP04GA5163 hit the bike
from behind which proved
fatal for Rahul while Manish
who escaped unhurt informed
family members of Rahul.

After the preliminary
investigation, body was sent for
the post mortem.

The police have registered
a case under section 304 A of
the IPC and have started fur-
ther investigation to search
the errant truck driver who
escaped with the truck. The
truck driver escaped the spot
leaving the truck, which was
seized by the police late in the
investigation.

The details of the driver
were searched by the police in
the investigation. 
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Delhi Police has arrested a
23-year-old student for

allegedly harassing a woman by
sending her obscene messages
on social media in South Delhi
area. 

The accused has been iden-
tified as BA first-year student
Kafil, a resident of Mehrauli.

According to Atul Kumar
Thakur, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(DCP), South district, a woman
had lodged a complaint that a
Facebook user was harassing
her by sending obscene and
abusive messages on her
account.

“A case under relevant sec-
tions of Indian Penal Code
(IPC) was registered and inves-
tigation was taken up. During
investigation, police obtained
the details of the user and
with the help of technical sur-
veillance, he was arrested on
Saturday,” said the DCP.

“During interrogation, the
accused said he would create
fake Facebook IDs in order to
make friends with women and
send them obscene messages.
He used hotspot or WiFi ser-
vices of others to evade detec-
tion,” said the DCP.
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Delhi Police on Sunday
claimed to have arrested

two men who had allegedly
cheated over thousand people
across the country on the pre-
text of home delivery of liquor.

The accused were identi-
fied as Huzaifah (25), a resident
of Sangam Vihar, and Hafiz
Tufail (35), a resident of Lado
Sarai.

According to R P Meena,
the Deputy Commissioner of
Police (DCP), Southeast dis-
trict, the matter came to light
on July 24 after Karan Palta,
one of the victims of the scam,
lodged a police complaint.

“The complainant told
police that he came across a
social media advertisement on
May 22 that claimed to provide
home delivery of liquor during
the lockdown. He contacted the
mobile numbers provided in
the advertisement. The person
at the other end asked him to
transfer Rs 4,000 for two bot-
tles of liquor. When the liquor
was not delivered, he called
again and asked for a refund,”
said the Deputy Commissioner
of Police.

“The accused sent a UPI
link and asked him to scan the
Quick Response (QR) code

for receiving the money. When
he scanned the QR code, an
amount of Rs 20,000 was
deducted from his e-wallet,”
said the DCP.

“During investigation,
police identified Huzaifah and
arrested him on Friday from
Saket. According to the bank
statement of Huzaifah, Rs 35
lakh was deposited in his
account from February 20 to
September 9,” said the DCP.

“Huzaifah told police that
he had opened multiple bank
accounts. The gang leader,
Naseer, used to deposit money
online into his accounts and
take cash from him. He further
told police that Naseer lives in
Bharatpur in Rajasthan and
was introduced to him by
Tufail. On his instance, Tufail
was also apprehended,” said the
DCP.

“Tufail told police that
Naseer is his relative and he
used to transfer money online
in his bank accounts and
charged a commission from
Naseer. The accused have
cheated around 1,500 people in
the last one year. Five e-wallet
accounts and three bank
accounts have been frozen,"
said the Deputy Commissioner
of Police adding efforts are on
to nab Naseer.
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After Uttar Pardesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath

government’s announced
health insurance for journalists,
Delhi Bhartiya Janta Party ( BJP
) state President Adesh Gupta
also demanded the same from
ruling Aam Aadmi Party (
AAP ).

“The Kejriwal government
should provide health insur-
ance of Rs 5 lakh to the jour-
nalists of Delhi and make a
provision for compensation of
Rs 10 lakh on their death from
Corona,” Gupta said.

Complimenting Yogi for
his initiative, Gupta said such
a health insurance scheme
should also he provided for
journalists of Delhi.

“Kejriwal government has
responsibilities towards the
people of Delhi as well as the
journalists of Delhi. Kejriwal
government should take inspi-
ration from Yogi government
for the welfare of journalists,”
he  said, “Highest outbreak of
Corona pandemic was seen in
Delhi.  Despite the pandemic,
the journalists in Delhi carried
out their responsibilities well
and made the country aware of
every small and big news relat-
ed to Corona and other issues
regardless of their life.”
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The Delhi Women and Child
Development (DWCD)

Minister Rajendra Pal Gautam
on Sunday instructed officials to
expedite the process of resolv-
ing pending pension cases on
priority.

The Minister also instruct-
ed officials to make the process
smooth for submission of appli-
cations through e-district por-
tal. 

“The Delhi Women and
Child Development department
should take up the issue with the

Delhi Unit of National
Informatics Centre of
Government of India and
Information Technology
Department of Government of
the Delhi government. As there
is a need to synergize the IT sys-
tem keeping in view of server
expansion of the E- district
portal of Delhi Government,” he
said.

He said that in the time of
the pandemic, these pension
cases should be resolved on pri-
ority by the department. The
instruction was given in a
monthly meeting chaired by the
minister to review the perfor-

mance of all the schemes of the
Department of Women and
Child Development. “The
instruction was given on the
basis of feedback provided by
the district officers for the pen-
dency of pension cases,” the
office of Delhi Women and
Child Development said in a
statement.

The Minister was briefed by
the department and was updat-
ed about the ongoing distribu-
tion of ration to registered ben-
eficiaries, pregnant women and
children in the capital, under
Integrated Child Development
Services (ICDS), it said.
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Apatrolling team of Delhi
Police saved the life of a 32-

year-old man on time who was
attacked by a group of people
during an argument over take-
away food in central Delhi's
Anand Parbat area. The inci-
dent took place at a dhaba on
Saturday night.

According to Sanjay Bhatia,
the Deputy Commissioner of
Police (DCP), Central district,
at around 9:33 Pm when head
constable Damodar and con-
stable Vijay Dudi were on
patrolling duty in Nai Basti,
Anand Parbat they saw two
groups chasing and fighting

with each other.
“Damodar intervened and

saved the life of Gaurav, who
had suffered injuries to his
head and other body parts
when the accused dhaba own-
ers attacked them with a knife
and utensils,” said the DCP.

“Gaurav had gone to the
dhaba with his friend Prem
Sagar (30). An argument over
ordering takeaway food broke
out among Gaurav, his friend
Sagar and the dhaba owners,
identified as Neelesh and
Akash, who are brothers,” said
the DCP.

“As Gaurav and his friend
left the dhaba, they were
attacked by Neelesh and Akash.

Gaurav received stab injuries
on his head and other body
parts. The accused kept attack-
ing them. In the meantime, the
patrolling staff reached there
and brought the situation

under control,” said the Deputy
Commissioner of Police .

“The police team appre-
hended both the accused and
took the injured to hospital,
where his condition was stated
to be out of danger. A case has
been registered and legal action
is being taken,” said the Deputy
Commissioner of Police.

The entire incident was
captured in CCTV footage. In
the footage, Gaurav can be seen
on a road when four-five men
accost and assault him. 

Head constable Damodar
reaches the spot and is followed
by constable Vijay, after 
which the accused are 
apprehended.
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The National Capital report-
ed 3,292 Coronavirus cases,

taking the total number of peo-
ple infected with life- threaten-
ing virus to 171 lakh with 42
more fatalities reported on
Sunday.

This is the highest number
of deaths reported in a day since

July 16, when the city recorded
58 fatalities. There are 29228
active cases of the coronavirus
disease (COVID-19) and 236651
people have recovered so far,
according to health bulletin The
number of containment zones in
Delhi jumped to 2380 and the
positivity rate stands at 9.27 per
cent. As many as 51416 tests were
conducted to detect COVID-19

infection , of which 11414 were
RTPCR/CBNAAT/TrueNat tests
and 40002 were rapid antigen
tests, the latest health bulletin
said. According to the bulletin,
out of the 15830 beds in COVID
hospitals, 9072 are vacant, while
6758 beds in COVID care cen-
tres are occupied. The number
of people in home isolation is
17291. According to the Indian

Council of Medical Research,
suspected individuals who test
negative for COVID-19 in rapid-
antigen tests should undergo RT-
PCR to rule out the infection.

Rapid-antigen testing
requires a prescription and an
ICMR form filled by a registered
doctor, and a government iden-
tity proof, same as that for RT-
PCR test. 
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Lack of proper disposal of
biological waste is a big

problem in India and con-
tributes a lot to pollution and
contamination of groundwa-
ter resources.

One such sorry incident
has been unearthed in a
Gurugram village, which has
had frightening consequences
on groundwater, the local
people and animals.

This particular case was
unearthed by an animal
activist two months ago when
he observed an unauthorised
dump of mixed bio waste
water at Bhondsi village agri-
culture land in Gurugram by
a private pharmaceutical com-
pany, which is located in the
same region.

The illegal bio waste
dump, which is located at the
village land, of Gurugram dis-
trict, was first noticed by ani-
mal lover Rohit.
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The Congress has initiated
talks with local parties like

RLSP, VIP, NCP and even
with the former Union
Minister in Vajpayee
Government Yashwant Sinha
to forge an alliance for the
Bihar Assembly elections,
starting next month. At the
same time, it has given an
ultimatum to its old natural
ally RJD to make up its mind
by this month end over the
issue of seat sharing.

Sources said the Congress

leadership  has conveyed to
RJD to come to the negotiation
table and finish the seat shar-
ing process so that enough
time remains for the grand
alliance to campaign.

RJD chief Tejaswi Yadav is
likely to go to Ranchi to dis-
cuss further on the Bihar
Assembly polls with his father,
RJD patriarch Lalu Yadav, who
is lodged in jail in Jharkhand
in connection with the fodder
scam. 

The Congress has also
shared its list of ‘bastion’ seats.
some of them believed to be
common for both the RJD and

Congress which had fought
the last assembly polls togeth-
er and registered impressive
wins to form the
Mahagathbandhan govern-
ment including JD (U). Nitish
Kumar had later switched
sides to BJP and formed the
NDA Government.

Congress sources said it
has agreed to project former
Deputy CM and RJD chief
Tejaswi Yadav as the Chief
Ministerial candidate of the
alliance but in lieu of more say
in the choice of seats. 

“We have already shared a
list of 75 constituencies to

RJD which is the bone of con-
tention between both the par-
ties to begin the negotiations,”
said a senior Congress leader
looking after the Bihar affairs. 

He shared that Congress is
also in talks with NCP,
Yashwant Sinha, VIP and for-
mer Union Minister Upendra
Kushwaha's RLSP, in case the
alliance with RJD does not
materialise. A resentment in
Kushwaha is also palpable for
his objection to Tejashwi
Yadav’s projection as the CM
face of the alliance.

Congress chief Sonia
Gandhi, in the meantime, on
Sunday announced the names
of a few candidates for the
assembly by-election in

Madhya Pradesh and Uttar
Pradesh. 

With former Congress col-
leagues and friends
Jyotiraditya Scindia and
Sachin Pilot ranged on oppo-
site sides, the Madhya Pradesh
bypolls have now become a
high-pitched electoral clash
both between the two and
both the Congress and BJP on
28 Assembly seats.

Pilot is campaigning for
the party candidates in the by-
elections for 28 Assembly seats
in the state, most of which are
in the Gwalior-Chambal
region, considered to be the
bastion of Scindia. Most of the
seats for which Pilot has been
called have a large number of

Gujjar voters and Congress
hopes to use Pilot to woo
them.

Of the 28 seats, 25 were
vacated by Congress MLAs
who switched to the BJP to

facilitate the comeback of
Shivraj Singh Chouhan as
Chief Minister, while three fell
vacant due to the death of sit-
ting MLAs.

Congress announced can-

didates for 9 more seats in
which three of the nine can-
didates are ex-BJP leaders.
The party had announced the
first list of 15 candidates on
September 11.
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Dr Ajoy Kumar rejoined
Congress after he quit the

party to join the Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP). The former MP
and former president of
Jharkhand Pradesh Congres
Committee had joined AAP in

September 2019. Congress
General Secretary K C
Venugopal, in a statement,
said, “Congress president Sonia
Gandhi has approved the pro-
posal for the re-joining of Dr.
Ajoy Kumar, Ex-MP and for-
mer President, Jharkhand PCC,
to the Congress party.”
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The Union Home Ministry
on Sunday ordered the

immediate dispatch of 300 com-
panies of paramilitary forces for
poll-bound Bihar. 

These paramilitary are from
various units of CRPF, BSF,
CISF, SSB, ITBP and RPF. The
State Government was asked to
submit detailed deployment
plans for the poll duties of the
300 companies across the State.
One company consists of 135
jawans and officers. 

With 80 companies,  CRPF
has the highest number of its
personnel deployed in Bihar.
The BSF will send 55 compa-
nies, CISF 50, and SSB 52 com-
panies. While 30 companies
are from ITBP, the RPF will

send 15 companies for the poll
bound State. 

The Union Home Ministry
directed the paramilitary forces

to adhere strictly to the Covid-
19 guidelines during trans-
portation, deployment and
logistics.
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Against the backdrop of
casualties of six personnel

due to suicide or fratricide in
the last few months, the Central
paramilitary forces have issued
orders to its officers to liberal-
ly grant leave to the jawans,
expeditiously resolve any issues
being faced by them, timely
clear their allowances and for-
mulate a proper duty roster.

The move comes following
a directive from the Union
Home Ministry after the
Confederation of Ex
Paramilitary Force Welfare
Association raised concern
over the rising shootout and
suicides and demanded
instructions to the Forces to
check the trend.

During the last few
months, jawans of paramilitary
forces like CRPF, BSF, SSB and
ITBP have resorted to fratrici-
dal killings leading to the death
of six jawans. This dangerous
trend is continuing and in the
majority of the cases, enquiries
have concluded that domestic
discord was the reason for
such incidents.

Apart from existing mea-
sures already in place to check
such incidents in the ranks, the

Forces have issued a fresh set
of guidelines to contain any
such trend in the future.

The officials commanding
their respective formations
have been specifically asked to
adopt a liberal approach in
granting leave to the jawans. A
suitable roster of duty of jawans
can be formulated. Payment of
allowances and entitlements
should be made at the earliest
and without any hassles.
Officials at different levels have
further been asked to give sin-
cere hearing to the problems
being faced by the jawans and
make every possible effort to
resolve their issues, officials
said, adding the latest directive
has been circulated across all
the formations of these para-
military forces.

While the Central Reserve
Police Force (CRPF) is engaged
in a variety of internal securi-
ty roles like anti-terrorism and
counter Naxal operations, the
Border Security Force (BSF) is
tasked to secure the frontiers
along Pakistan and Bangladesh,
the Indo-Tibetan Border Police
(ITBP) is securing the borders
with China and the Sashastra
Seema Bal is deployed along
the boundary with Nepal and
Bhutan.
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The Government is mulling
to substitute petrol, diesel

and kerosene in boats operat-
ing at tourists spots across the
country with environment-
friendly CNG/LPG fuel. This
was stated by Union Petroleum
Minister Dharmendra Pradhan
at a virtual event held here on
the occasion of World Tourism
Day marked on Sunday.

Talking about sustainable
environment, the Minister said

that he was keen to take it fur-
ther by susbstituting petrol,
diesel, kerosene etc in operat-
ing boats at tourist sports  with
CNG/LPG which are pollu-
tion-free. 

In fact, in Varanasi an ini-
tiative has already been
undertaken in this regard
with the local administration
after consultation with the
locals are planning to replace
the pollution causing petrol
driven boats at over 84 ghats
of the Ganga river with the

green fuel CNG.
Pradhan also emphasised

upon using battery operated
vehicles in and around tourist
spots.

With Covid-19 playing
spoilsports with the interna-
tional travel, Union Tourism
Minister Prahlad Singh Patel
urged every citizen to visit at
least 15 destinations in the
country by 2022 to promote
domestic tourism.

He said that the Ministry
has launched the Dekho Apna

Desh (DAD) initiative early
this year with the objective of
creating awareness among the
citizens about the rich heritage
and culture of the country,
encouraging citizens to trav-
el widely within the country
and enhancing tourist footfalls
leading to development of
local economy and creation of
jobs at the local level.

To create mass awareness,
the Ministry has also launched
an online DAD pledge and
Quiz on the MyGov.in plat-

form. The online pledge and
Quiz are open to all for par-
ticipation.

Patel further said that the
programme will  help in
enhancing the overall experi-
ence of the tourists, who
would benefit  from the
knowledge of the local tourist
facilitators and it will also help
in creating employment
opportunities even in the
remotest parts of the country.

This year United Nations
World Tourism Organisation

(UNWTO) has designated
2020 as the Year of Tourism
and Rural Development. “This
Year is an opportunity to pro-
mote the potential of tourism
to create jobs and opportuni-
ties. 

It can also advance inclu-
sion and highlight the unique
role tourism can play in pre-
serving and promoting natural
and cultural heritage and
curbing urban migration,” said
a senior official from the
Ministry.
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Due to increasing cases of
paddy crop residue burn-

ing in Punjab, the air pollution
in northern India is likely to get
poor in the coming days.
Between September 21st and
25th, at least 612 paddy crop
residue burning incidents have
been reported while only 215
such incidents were reported
during this period last year. The
maximum were incidents
reported from Amritsar, Tarn
Taran and Patiala. 

Besides NASA satellites,
the agencies are using eight
satellites like Metop-1, Metop-
2, Noaa-18, Noaa-19, Terra-1,
Aqua-1, S-NPP, and Drought
TVD to capture the incidents
of stubble burning in northern
states. On the other hand,
farmers have alleged that they
do not have machinery to stop
stubble burning.

As per the data compiled
by Consortium for Research on
Agroecosystem Monitoring
and Modeling from Space,
Indian Agricultural Research
Institute (IARI), Punjab has
reported 568 stubble burning
incidents between September
26 and 18. Haryana has report-
ed 31 incidents; Uttar Pradesh
12 and Delhi one incident so
far. The data showed that inci-

dents of paddy crop residue
burning have increased since
September 18.

Presently, Delhi and NCR’s
air quality is moderate. If wind
directions change from Punjab
side to Delhi, the air pollution
will be poorer. Currently, wind
direction is from Punjab to
Pakistan

According to IARI data,
there were 61,332 instances of
stubble-burning in Punjab,
Haryana and Uttar Pradesh
between October and
November, 2019. There were
75,532 instances in 2018,
88,948 in 2017 and 127,774 in
2016, according to data sourced
from the Indian Council of
Agricultural Research. 

In late September and
October each year, farmers
mainly in Punjab and Haryana
burn an estimated 35 million
tons of crop waste from their
paddy fields.

The Prime Minister’s
Office recently held high level
meetings in advance with con-
cerned states to tackle this

issue ahead of the stubble
burning season. As per data,
total funds of �11,78.47 crore
were provided in the year 2018-
19 and  2019-20 to Punjab,
Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and
Delhi. In 2020-21, �600 crore
has been provided in the bud-
get for the scheme and �548.20
crore has been released to the
states well before time to ensure
they can take up the activities
in advance.

Every winter, not just Delhi
but also large parts of north
India are frequently enveloped
in a thick blanket of smog,
caused by air pollution from
vehicular and industrial emis-
sions mixing with fog. The
burning of post-harvest paddy
stubble in the agricultural fields
of Haryana and Punjab is often
cited as a major cause of this
unhealthy smog.

This year, health experts
fear that the effects of COVID-
19, which primarily causes res-
piratory problems, would be
worsened by heightened air
pollution due to smog and
smoke from the annual stubble
burning. 

The burning of stubble
emits large amounts of toxic
pollutants like Methane,
Carbon Monoxide and car-
cinogenic polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons.
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Lauding the farmers for
showing “tremendous

resilience” during the
Coronavirus pandemic and
their contribution to
‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’ initia-
tive, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Sunday said that they
would benefit from the new
agriculture-related Bills once
these become laws. He also
spoke about the rich Indian tra-
dition of story-telling which, he
said, was needed to rejuvenate
the  family system.

Addressing the 69th edi-
tion of his monthly radio
address ‘Mann Ki Baat’ , Modi
pointed out that farm growers
had benefited when fruits and
vegetables were taken off the
ambit of the Agriculture
Produce Marketing Committee
Act in 2014 and now other
farmers would benefit too.

The Prime Minister noted
that in the recent past, the agri-
culture sector has been liber-
ated from many restrictions
and has tried to break free from
many myths. He shared the
example of  Kanwar Chauhan,
a farmer from Haryana, who
used to face “great difficulties”
in marketing his fruits and veg-
etables outside the mandi, but
in 2014, fruits and vegetables

were excluded from the APMC
Act, which “ benefited him”.

Farmers would be able to
send their produce wherever
they want without old restric-
tions  and  get a good price, said
the prime minister .

He also talked about Tamil
Nadu Banana farmers’ compa-
ny, a collective of farmers,
which purchased hundreds of
metric tons of vegetables, fruits
and bananas from nearby vil-
lages during the lockdown,
and supplied a vegetable combo
kit to Chennai. He mentioned
the ‘Irada Farmer Producer’
group from Lucknow who,
during the lockdown, procured
fruits and vegetables directly
from the cultivators’ fields,
and sold directly in the markets
of Lucknow, free from the
middlemen.

Talking about India’s rich
tradition of storytelling, PM

Modi said that ‘our stories are
gaining popularity again.’

“We have had a tradition of
storytelling. This is an ancient
method of narrating stories.
Kathakali Shebam has also
been part of this. Different
types of folklore are prevalent
in our country,” he said.

“But there are issues with
some of the families. Some
families have lost touch with
their values,” he said, adding
that stories can help reinvigo-
rate such families.

“There has been a thriving
tradition of telling stories in
India. There is an important
tradition of storytelling in
Tamil Nadu and Kerala. It is
called Villu Pattu,” said PM
Modi, talking about the various
forms of storytelling prevalent
in India.

Modi spoke to people
involved in this field. It includ-
ed a group of women who run
Bengaluru Storytelling Society
and even asked them to narrate
a story.

“I urge all storytellers to
include all inspirational stories
from the period of foreign rule
as we are going to celebrate 75
years of independence, espe-
cially between 1857 and 1947.
We can introduce our new
generation to them in form of
stories,” he further said.
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Amid rising number of
Covid-19 cases and fatali-

ties, Union Health Minister Dr
Harshvardhan on Sunday cau-
tioned that Indian population
is still far from achieving herd
immunity against COVID-19
as shown by Indian Council of
Medical Research (ICMR) sec-
ond Sero Survey and there is no
room for complacency.

Dr Harsh Vardhan also said
that the ICMR expert panel is
examining reinfection cases. A
total of 88,600 new cases and
1,124 deaths have been report-
ed in the past 24 hours in the
country.

While interacting with social
media users during ‘Sunday
Samaad-3’, the Minister said:
The findings of the second sero
survey are going to be released

soon. “But second sero survey
indications are that we are far
from having achieved any kind
of herd immunity which neces-
sitates that all of us should con-
tinue following COVID appro-
priate behaviour.

“The first sero-survey of
May 2020 revealed that the
nationwide prevalence of novel
coronavirus infection was only
0.73 per cent,” he said.

The Minister also talked
about the cases of reinfections
being reported from the country
saying that the “ICMR is also
actively investigating and
researching reports of reinfection
and although the number of rein-
fection cases is negligible at this
moment the government is fully
seized of the importance of the
matter.”

Dr Harsh Vardhan discour-
aged the wide usage of investi-

gational therapies such as remde-
sivir and plasma therapies.
“Government has issued regular
advisories regarding the rational
use of investigational therapies.
The private hospitals have also
been advised against routine use
of these investigational therapies:

The doctors in the States/UTs are
being made aware of the thera-
pies.

The Union Health Minister
also dispelled fears regarding the
phased opening of schools and
advised on proper protocol to be
followed while visiting salons

and hair-spa.
India has been recording

higher number of recoveries
than the new cases for several
consecutive days in the recent
past. 92,043 new recoveries have
been reported in the last 24 hours
in the country. 76 per cent of the
new recovered cases are found in
10 States/UTs, said a senior
health official adding that
Maharashtra continues to top
this list. It has alone contributed
more than 23,000 followed by
Andhra Pradesh with more than
more than 9,000 cases.

Ten States/UTs account for
77 per cent of the new con-
firmed cases. Maharashtra con-
tinues to lead this tally. It has
contributed more than 20,000
followed by Karnataka and
Andhra Pradesh with more
than more than 8,000 and 7,000
cases respectively.
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Aday after the Centre
announced commence-

ment of paddy procurement at
the minimum support price
(MSP) with immediate effect in
Punjab and Haryana in the
wake of early arrival of the
kharif crop in these two States,
the National Cooperative
Development Corporation
(NCDC), an apex financing
organisation under the Union
Agriculture Ministry, sanc-
tioned �19,944 crore as the first
instalment to Chhattisgarh,
Haryana and Telangana for a
smooth purchase process.

Chhattisgarh got the high-

est amount at �9,000 crores
while for Haryana, the sanc-
tioned amount is �5,444 crores
and Telangana �5,500 crores.
These States account for near-
ly 75 percent of paddy pro-
duction in the country.
However, Punjab is yet to get
any sanctioned amount.

The Centre has fixed MSP

for 'common variety' paddy at
�1,868 per quintal and for 'A'
grade variety at �1,888 per
quintal for the current year. On
Saturday, the Centre had
announced purchase of the
crops at MSP to placate the
farmers across the country
who were up in arms against
the recently passed Farms
Bill.which has got the President
sanction on Sunday.

The NCDC loan is sup-
posed to assist the States or the
State Marketing Federations
in undertaking paddy pro-
curement operations in a time-
ly manner through their
respective cooperative organi-
zations.
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Covid-19 claimed yet another
unsung hero of Tamil Nadu,

Kattumannarkoil V Kannan late
Saturday night. He was 72 and suc-
cumbed to the pandemic in a cor-
porate hospital in Chennai. Hailing
from Cuddalore district, Kannan,
a postgraduate with degree in law
took to farming from his young age
and was the vice-president of
Cauvery Delta Farmers
Association.

His was a life dedicated to the
farmers of Tamil Nadu. He had
only one ambition in his life- to see
the major rivers of the country
inter linked through a network of
canals so that no farmers anywhere
in the country would be denied
irrigation facilities even amidst
draught. Kannan wrote a book
“River Cauvery-The Most
Battl(r)ed”, which was release by
Tamil Nadu Governor Banwarilal
Purohit in May 2019. The
Governor had reiterated the need
to inter link the major Indian rivers
so that the country would not see
simultaneous floods and draught.

Kannan had distinct and
unique ideas for regaining the
status of  farmers and farming.
“We do not want any charity from
the State or Central Governments.
Make loans available to us at
reduced rates of interest and ensure
that the agriculture produces get
minimum support price
announced by the Government.
Also allow us to sell the farm pro-
duce to the buyers of our choice.
This together with the interlinking
of rivers would make life easy for
us,” Kannan said  before he was
quarantined early this month.

Kannan is survived by wife, a
son and daughter. A great scholar
of Tamil classics, Kannan would be
missed badly by the farming com-
munity, according to Pon
Radhakrishnan, former union
minister who was a close friend of
the farmers’ leader.

Aligarh: Famous stars of India like Bharat
Bhushan, Padma Vibhushan Gopal Das
Neeraj, Javed Akhtar, Rahi Masoom Raza,
Shahryar, and Ravindra Jain to Alka Yagnik
have shone in the sky from the land of
Aligarh who decorated the film world in the
seven notes of their song and music. They
gave many famous songs which are still alive
in the hearts of the people. Now, the film
city is going to establish at just 131 km from
Aligarh which will be a great platform for
the actors of Aligarh

AMU is well known for multi-talented
actors. Even today, the actors of the AMU's
Kennedy Hall have a dream of Mumbai. For
those talents, the 1300 km run of Mumbai
will now be reduced to 130 Km of Noida
where the Film City is planned to establish.

Zakir Sheikh, Director / Producer,
Dhanak Media Production House, Aligarh
said that there is no shortage of art in the
Aligarh region. The film city will also
employ artisans like Carpenter, Fine Art
along with restaurants, hotels, and other

small jobs. The effort is to take Brijwood for-
ward, like Bollywood and Tollywood by
making a family film in this era of vulgar-
ity and take the civilization of Brij to the
world level.

Ruturaj Sharma, Cinematographer, and
Video Editor, Aligarh said that he is run-
ning a Stroller Studios production house
along with a YouTube channel called
Stroller TV. Having worked on several
Bollywood projects, he is now working as
a filmmaker at Delhi's famous filmmaking
institute Moonlight Films & Theater Studio.
If a film city is formed in Noida, there will
be more successful. Many artists and tech-
nical assistants associated with Aligarh will
also get new jobs. There will be immense
possibilities for success.

Many hit films like 2016 released
Aligarh, 2017 released Toilet Ek Prem
Katha, 2015 released Tevar, Nil Batte
Sannata, N-8, 2019 released Luka Chuppi
were shoot in Aligarh, Agra and nearby
places. PNS
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Shekha Lake, located 16 km from
the city, near Jalali town is the

only natural tourist destination of
the district. In the winter season,
foreign birds from Siberian, Poland,
Bhutan, China, and Russia are
tweeting, in which more than 150
species of birds including Graylag
Goose, Bar-headed Goose, Mallard,
Mallard Teal, and many more come
here but year by year they are get-
ting extinct.

In a lake spread over 40
hectares, Rs 30 is charged from
tourists, but the toilets are dirty,
with no supply of water from the
tanks. On average 40 tourists in
summer and around 100 tourists in
winter visit here daily. Dr. Salim Ali,
the country's first bird scientist who
came to Aligarh in 1954, discovered

this place and during the honor cer-
emony in AMU in 1977, he pro-
posed this place to the Wildlife
Department as a suitable place of
research on the birds. On 8th
February 2014, former Chief
Minister Akhilesh Yadav declared
it as a bird sanctuary and released
Rs 3 crore 4 lakh for the construc-
tion of a boundary wall, main gate,
office, canteen, and parking.

Recently, Praveen Rao,
Principal Chief Conservator of
Forests, ordered the cleaning of the
lake.

Amit Srivastav, Deputy
Director, Tourism Department said
that there is no office of the Tourism
Department in the Aligarh Division
and all of its work is taking care
from Agra office. There is no pro-
posed plan of work in Aligarh this
year.
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Overcrowded jails of Uttar
Pradesh have emerged as

Covid-19 hotspot. Every 71
jails of the UP are overcrowd-
ed up to 3 to 4 times its capac-
ity which gives rise to unhy-
gienic conditions and impossi-
ble to maintain social distance.

17 prisoners were found
Corona positive in Aligarh jail
and 128 in Fatehgarh jail.
According to DG jail Anand
Kumar, more than 140,000 pris-
oners were tested for corona in
U.P’s 71 jails in which 7000 were
found positive including jail
staff.

Dr. Kafeel and Sharjil who
were in jail for the protest of
CAA told that the capacity of
one cell is 40 in which more

than 130 prisoners were con-
fined. There is no social dis-
tancing in the cell.

Prashant Kumar, social
activist to pioneer said that
these jails including Aligarh,
Mathura, Agra, etc are the
hotspot of the COVID virus
which is like a COVID live
bomb and can be blast anytime
if the government will not take
any appropriate action.

The way district prisons are
facing the increasing cases of
coronavirus, the AMU student
leaders who had been jailed had
already warned about this new
hotspot of the coronavirus.
Sharjil Usmani and Farhan
Zuberi, who were arrested for
protesting the Citizenship
Amendment Act, had already
told about the overcapacity after

coming out of jail.
Sharjeel Usmani told that

the population and resources of
the city were limited at the time
when District Prison was built,
now the city has expanded 10
times in the last 125 years, but
the prison capacity is still lim-
ited. A cell can hold 40 to 45
captives, but in the current sit-
uation, there are more than 130
prisoners. This can be ignored
in normal circumstances, but in
the time of a pandemic, this
capacity can be very disastrous.
Farhan Zuberi, another stu-
dent who came out of the
prison said that there is a stone
of the British era outside the cell,
in which the capacity of the cell
is mentioned as 45. In this way,
the capacity of the district jail is
fixed around 1150.
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As the number of Covid-19
patients touched an all time

high in the State, Kerala
Minister for Health K K Shylaja
blamed the people for not fol-
lowing the guidelines and safe-
ty measures recommended by
the Government and warned
about a possible total lockout.
Neighbouring Tamil Nadu
showed a decline in the number
of new patients tested on
Sunday as well as the total
number of patients

On Sunday, 7,445 new per-
sons were diagnosed with
Covid-19 in the State and this
took the total number of
patients in Kerala to 56,709. The
last 24 hours saw 21 patients
succumbing to the pandemic.

According to a bulletin

issued by Tamil Nadu
Government, 5,791 new
patients were diagnosed with
Covid 19 on Sunday while the
total Covid-19 cases were 46,
341. There were 80 deaths
reported in the State during the
last 24 hours. There are 10,368
more patients in Kerala than in
Tamil Nadu.

Earlier in the day Minister
Shylaja said the relaxation in the
lockout ordered by the
Government for Onam holidays
led to the increase in the num-
ber of patients. “The Opposition
parties which are staging unnec-
essary and unwanted agitations
across the State are equally
responsible for this situation,”
said the minister who was rated
as the world’s top thinker in the
year 2020 by Prospect , a British
magazine.

Despite being a closed hol-

iday, ambulances blaring their
sirens , transported 3,752 per-
sons requiring urgent medical
attention because of Covid-19 to
hospitals.

Kozhikode topped the list of
14 districts with highest num-
ber of new patients. The coastal
district, known for its spots of
cultural, historical and tourism
importance tested 956 persons
while Ernakulam (924) and
Malappuram (915) new patients
on Sunday.

Shylaja said though the
State has more number of
patients compared to neighbors,
death rate is low in Kerala. “Our
mortality rate is 0.12 per cent
but this is likely to increase
along with the number of new
patients in days to come,” said
Shylaja. She also said that the
State may have to opt for a total
lock down if the present trend
continues and people do not fol-
low the guidelines issued  by the
Government.
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Two terrorists were gunned down by the
joint team of security forces in Samboora

area of Awantipora on Sunday while alert
jawans of the Border Security Force  (BSF)
foiled a major infiltration bid by at least five
heavily armed terrorists along the
International border in Samba sector of
Jammu frontier.

Till the time of filing the report, search
operations were still going on at the
encounter site in Awantipora.

However, twitter handle of the Kashmir
Zone police while confirming the reports
posted an update, “one more 'unidentified'
terrorist eliminated in the ongoing operation,
total two so far, search operations still going
on”.

Meanwhile, in Jammu BSF spokesman
in a statement said, “Alert BSF troops foiled
another major infiltration bid from Pakistani
side in the Samba sector on the intervening
night of Saturday and Sunday.”

The spokesman said,  the movement of
a group of five terrorists was noticed on the
Pakistani side of the IB in the Samba sector
by alert BSF troops. It was the second such
attempt through the Samba sector and the
same was foiled. Earlier, terrorists from
Pakistan had tried to intrude on the inter-
vening night of September 14 and 15,” said
a BSF spokesperson.

A BSF spokesman said, taking advantage

of the darkness, five heavily armed terror-
ists tried to enter into Indian territory but
were engaged by the alert BSF troops. They
had reached close to the IB taking advantage
of dense growth of wild grass. The BSF per-
sonnel ordered the terrorists to stop, but they
started firing at the troops. Pakistan Rangers
personnel provided cover fire to these ter-
rorists. However, the alert BSF troops start-
ed retaliatory firing at the terrorists,” he said.

The terrorists retreated to the Pakistani
soil following the exchange of fire. Following
repeated incidents of cross border firing and
arms dropping using drones close to the
International border across Jammu frontier
the border security grid has been kept in a
state of high alert to foil these nefarious
designs of Pakistan. 
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Aday after senior BJP leader
Rahul Sinha expressed his

displeasure over the appoint-
ment of Trinamool Congress
defectors to high party posts at
the cost of the “veteran time-
tested” saffron leaders newly
appointed party vice president
Mukul Roy reached out to the
discontented leader saying
Sinha and BJP were identical in
Bengal.

Roy himself a founder
member of the Trinamool
Congress who left the party fol-
lowing his differences with
Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee and joined the BJP a
few years ago said, “Rahulda is
the face of BJP in Bengal with-
out whom the party would not

have come this far… his con-
tribution to the party is not less
than anyone else.”

Sinha a former State party
president was dropped as the
party national secretary and
was replaced by another
Trinamool Congress discard
Anupam Hazra a former MP.
Hazra too struck a conciliato-
ry note saying “all issues in the
party can be sorted out through
discussion,” adding he would
approach the doors of all the
leaders for better performance.

Three Bengal leaders were
inducted into the national
forum on Saturday. Apart from
Roy and Hazra the third leader
is Raju Bishta from Darjeeling
who was made the party
spokesperson.

Soon after being ignored in

the major reshuffle in the party
on Saturday Sinha had explod-
ed saying that he was hugely
disappointed by the develop-
ment. “I will speak up details
10-12 days later but for now I
can say that I am extremely dis-
appointed by the new arrange-

ment where TMC defectors
have been honoured with
priced posts… Is this the
reward I got for serving the
party for the past 40 years?” he
said adding “nothing can be
more unfortunate and disap-
pointing than this.”

The top-level schism tend-
ed to reach the grassroots with
Hazra’s car on Sunday being
gheraoed by angry saffron
workers at Baruipur in South
24 Parganaas where the dis-
contented workers complained
against TMC men occupying
important posts in the party.

“The TMC workers who
have joined the BJP are getting
important responsibilities
where as we are being ignored
by the district leadership … this
is unacceptable,” a party man-

dal workers said even as two
groups engaged in fisticuffs
sources said. About half a
dozen party men had to be
hospitalised, insiders said.

Similar skirmishes took
place at Basirhat where the
party men revolted against dis-
trict party president Tapan
Ghosh holding him guilty of
getting sold out to the
Trinamool Congress.

“Our district president is
sold out to Prashant Kishore
and is doing nothing. He has
withdrawn the active fighting
workers which is why the party
is not taking any programme in
the district,” angry workers
said even as they vandalised the
interiors of a tent where a
party programme was to be
held.
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Aday after his arrest in the
Sushant Singh Rajput

death-related drug case, a
Mumbai  holiday court on
Sunday remanded Kshitij Ravi
Prasad, a former executive of
Karan Johar’s Dharma
Productions, in the Narcotics
Control Bureau (NCB) till
October 3.

Amid an allegation by
Advocate Satish Maneshinde,
the lawyer of  Kshitij, that the
NCB “is bent upon falsely
implicating Karan Johar or
some top officers of Dharma
Productions”,  Metropolitan
Magistrate V J Dongre agreed
with the investigation agency’s
plea and said that “the custo-
dial interrogation of the present
accused (Kshitij) is justifiable to
reveal  the truth”.

In his order remanding
Kshitij in NCB custody till
October 3, Magistrate Dongre
said: “It further reveals from the
remand papers that the present
accused (Kshitij) has taken the
delivery of Ganja from the
accused Karamjeet (Singh) and
his associate who are directly
connected with (late Sushant’s
house manager) Samuel
Miranda.  From the above
facts, the link of the present
accused seems to be connect-
ed with the present crime in
which other accused (have
already been) arrested”.

“So considering the serious
nature of the offence in which
several accused have already
been arrested, I think the
detailed custodial interrogation
of the present accused ( Kshitij)
is justifiable to reveal the truth.
Therefore the accused is
remanded to the custody of the
NCB till 03.10.2020,” the
Magistrate stated, as he direct-
ed the NCB to produce Kshitij
before the Special court at the
next hearing.

In its remand application,
the NCB remand application
linked Kshitij’s arrest with the
Sushat Singh Raiput-death
related drug case and
Karamjeet Singh was arrested
on the statements by the arrest-
ed accused actress Rhea
chakraborty and her brother
Showik.

According to the NCB, the
Kshitij’s house was searched on
September 25 and “one roll
joint believed to the remains of
smoked Ganja joint was found
that certain documents and
gadgets were taken for further
investigation”. “On the basis of
a voluntary statement made by
him” that he had procured
hashish from accused Ankush
Arneja,  Kshitij was arrested.    

In a 7-page remand appli-
cation, the NCB Joint
Intelligence Officer Murari Lal
said that Sanket Patel, a peddler
who had been arrested earlier,
had supplied Ganja to Kshtij on

the orders of another co-
accused Karamjeet Singh
Anand.

Patel, who is currently on
bail, admitted that “on the
instructions of accused
Karamjeet”, he had delivered
the Ganja to Prasad outside his
home in Adani Building,
Andheri west, 12 times
between May-July 2020.

For each consignment of
50 gms, Prasad paid him Rs.
3,500 – coming to a total of 600
gms Ganja worth Rs.42,000 in
that period. “On the basis of his
voluntary statement and
alleged involvement in dealing
of illicit drugs, accused Sanket
Hukum Chand Patel was
placed under arrest. Presently
he is on bail,” the remand
application said.

During the search at
Karmjeet’s residence, the NCB
recovered 17 grams of Ganja,
4grams of Charas and Rs 6 lakh
in cash.

In a statement given to the
NCB, Karmjeet has admitted
that he had supplied contra-
band to Samuel Miranda sev-
eral times.  In a significant dis-
closure, Karmajeet has told
the NCB that he was linked to
late Sushant, accused Rhea and
her brother Showik in connec-
tion with supply of contraband
and sometimes received pay-
ment by cash/Google pay.
Based on his confession and
alleged links with drug deals,

Karmjeet was arrested and is
currently in judicial custody.

The NCB told the court
that Kshijit  was  indirectly con-
nected with Anuj Keshwani –
one of the earliest arrests made
by the NCB - from whom
commercial quantities of nar-
cotics was seized.

With Kshitij’s arrest, the
total number of persons arrest-
ed in connection with the
Sushant death-related drug
case has gone up to 20. Those
arrested so far comprised:
actress Rhea Chakraborty, her
brother Showik Chakraborty,
Abbas Lakhani, Karan Arora,
Zaid Vilatra, Abdul Basit
Parihar, Samuel Miranda,
Dipesh Sawant, Kaizan
Ebrahim, Anuj Keswani,
Ankush Arneja, Karamjeet
Singh Anand, Sanket Pat+el,
Sandeep Gupta, Aftab Ansari,
Dwyane Fernandes, Suryadeep
Malhotra, Chris Costa, Rahil
Vishram and lastly Kshitij
Prasad.

While some of them are in
NCB custody, others are in
judicial custody. Three or four
of them are currently on bail.

Meanwhile, appearing for
Kshitj, advocate Satish
Maneshinde alleged that the
NCB had “harassed, black-
mailed”, “even given a third
degree treatment” to elicit
statements from his client
(Kshitij).

Maneshinde said that the

team that raided Kshitij’s house
did not find anything except
“the end bit of a stale and dry
cigarette butt” in the balcony.
He told the court that the
NCB team began insisting it
was a ganja joint even though
there was nothing to suggest
that and even drew up a panch-
nama to that effect despite his
protests. “Upon his wife’s insis-
tence, the word ‘believed’ to be
a ganja joint was inserted in the
panchnama,” Maneshinde
said.  

Maneshinde alleged that
his client (Kshitij) was cate-
gorically informed by key
investigating officer in the
presence of several other offi-
cers, that since he was associ-
ated with Dharma Productions,
they would let him off if he
implicated either Karan Johar,
Somel Mishra , Rakhi,
Apoorva, Neeraj or Rahil  false-
ly alleging that they consumed
drugs. “Kshitij refused to com-
ply with this despite the pres-
sure being mounted on him as
he did not know any of these
people personally and did not
wish to falsely implicate any-
one,” he said.

“It can be seen from the
remand application and the
statement of Kshitij Prasad
that NCB is bent upon falsely
implicating KJo or some top
officers of Dharma
Productions,” Maneshinde
alleged.
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New Delhi: The Southwest
Monsoon is set to retreat from
west Rajasthan and adjoining
areas from September 28.
Overall, the country has received
951.3 mm rainfall than normal
of 869.4 mm, about 9 per cent
extra rainfall until September 27. 

As per the India
Meteorological Department
(IMD), 19 states have received
normal monsoon rainfall while
10 received excess or extra
excess rainfall so far. Parts of
north India -- Delhi, Himachal
Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir,
Uttarakhand, Nagaland,
Mizoram and Manipur--- have
recorded deficient rainfall. The
Union Territory of Ladakh has
recorded high deficiency of
rainfall this year. Due to good
rainfall in 29 states, kharif crops
acreage has recorded 1116.88

lakh ha as compared to last year
1066.06 lakh ha. 

“Conditions are becoming
favourable for withdrawal of
monsoon from west Rajasthan
and adjoining areas of northwest
India from September 28
onwards. Going by the visible
trend, a sharp decline in rain
activity over central India can be
expected from October second
week onwards,” the IMD said. 

June recorded 17 per cent
more rainfall, while July saw 10
per cent deficiency. However,
there was an excess rainfall in
August -- the month recorded
27 per cent more rainfall than
normal. In September, north-
west India recorded a 46.8% rain
deficiency while south peninsula
received 67.7% surplus rain;
east and northeast India received
12.8% surplus rain; central India

recorded a 6.1% rain 
deficiency.

Rainfall in the range of 96 to
104 per cent of the Long Period
Average (LPA) is considered as
'normal', while precipitation in
the range of 104 to 110 per cent
of the LPA is 'excess'. Large parts
of the country in west and
south India, including Gujarat,
Goa, Telangana, Andhra
Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and
Karnataka, have received excess
rainfall. Sikkim is the only state
to have received large excess
rainfall.

As per IMD data, East and
North East India has witnessed
7 percent, Central India 16 per-
cent extra and South Peninsula
30 percent extra rainfall this
monsoon season. North West
India has witnessed 15 percent
rain deficiency. PNS

New Delhi: An influential
organisation of Ladakh on
Sunday withdrew its call for the
boycott of the Ladakh
Autonomous Hill Development
Council (LAHDC), Leh, after
the Central government
assured it that the demand for
protection of language, demog-
raphy, ethnicity, land and jobs
of the locals will be considered
positively within 15 days of the
polls.

Union Home Minister
Amit Shah also assured a del-
egation of the People's
Movement for Constitutional
Safeguard Under Sixth
Schedule for Ladakh that the
central government is com-
mitted to empower the
LAHDC of Leh and Kargil
and would safeguard the inter-
ests of the people of the Union
Territory of Ladakh. 

In a joint statement, former
Ladakh MPs Thiksay Rinpoche
and Thupstan Chhewang, for-
mer Jammu and Kashmir min-
ister Chhering Dorje and
Union ministers Kiren Rijiju
and G Kishan Reddy said the
delegation was assured that all
issues related to language,
demography, ethnicity, land
and jobs will be considered
positively and taken care of.
The Ministers on Sunday
addressed media along with the
leaders. Amit Shah had met the

delegation on Saturday
evening.    

“A dialogue between a larg-
er Ladakhi delegation com-
prising of representatives from
Leh and Kargil districts under
the aegis of Peoples Movement
for Constitutional Safeguard
Under Sixth Schedule for
Ladakh and Union Home
Ministry would commence
after 15 days of the culmination
of LAHDC, Leh elections. Any
decision so reached in this
connection would be in con-
sultation with the representa-
tives from Leh and Kargil,” the
statement said. The statement
said the central government is
open to discuss protection of
Ladakh’s language, demogra-
phy, ethnicity, land and jobs
under the 6th schedule of con-
stitution and under other pro-
visions while looking into
issues related to Ladakhi peo-
ple.   “The delegation has
agreed to withdraw its call for
the boycott of the ensuing
LAHDC, Leh elections and
promised its wholesome sup-
port to the smooth conduct of
these elections,” it said. 

Rijiju said Union Minister
of State for Home G Kishan
Reddy would visit Ladakh on
Monday and meet a cross sec-
tion of people in the Union
Territory to allay their appre-
hensions. PNS

Lucknow: Seventy-seven more
people died from coronavirus
in Uttar Pradesh on Sunday as
4,403 fresh infections surfaced,
taking the case tally to 3,87,085
in the state.

So far, 5,594 people have
died from the disease in the
state, according a health bul-
letin.

Of the 77 fresh deaths,
Lucknow reported 11, followed
by seven in Kanpur, six in
Gorakhpur, five in Kushinagar
and four in Allahabad. 

As far as fresh cases are
concerned, Lucknow reported
the maximum 549 infections,
followed by Allahabad (263),
Ghaziabad (229), Gautam
Buddh Nagar (204), Meerut
(191), Kanpur (179) and
Varanasi (163). 

The count of active
COVID-19 cases in the state
stands at 55,603, the bulletin
said.  So far, 3,25,888 patients
have recovered from the dis-
ease.  

“The recovery rate of the
state stands at 84.19 per cent,”
Additional Chief Secretary
(Medical and Health) Amit
Mohan Prasad told reporters. 

He said over 96 lakh sam-
ples have been tested in the
state till now. PTI 
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ABharat bandh, millions
of farmers on the
streets, eight
Opposition leaders
suspended, National

Democratic Alliance (NDA) part-
ners and Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh (RSS) affiliates openly
rebelling against the Government,
these scenes have been dominating
our news cycles. Yet Prime Minister
Narendra Modi is confident that
the three farm Bills are good for
India. 

Theoretically, the Bills appear
well-intentioned but the devil is
always in the implementation.
Overall, they aim to empower
farmers to sell from farm-gate but
in the process end up empowering
corporations and traders to expand
their businesses and swamp the
farm to fork chain. A new wave of
liberalisation just rammed into
rural India. But many suspect the
real agenda is generating “agri-dol-
lars” and in the words of dissent-
ing (Telangana Rashtra Samithi)
MP Dr Keshava Rao, to “make an
agriculture country into a corpo-
rate country.” 

The Government argues that
farmers are not free to sell any-
where because of a “corrupt and
middlemen-infested Agricultural
Produce Market Committee
(APMC).” Hence, break the APMC
and free the farmers. Now corpo-
rations and any other person with
a PAN card can directly procure
products from farmers. Agri-busi-
ness companies can enter into
contracts with them. But what
complicated matters was the lack
of substance in the Bills, no men-
tion of a guaranteed price for farm
pick-ups in case of a bad year or
excess yields and the Government’s
cavalier manner of handling the
Rajya Sabha last Sunday, negating
debate and passing the Bills by
voice vote. This naturally raised
more doubts. Indian farmers have
had centuries of slavery under the
Company Raj and perhaps that’s
why a muffled voice of MP SR
Balasubramaniam, who evoked
the “Champaran Satyagraha”, rang
the loudest. APMC will be replaced
by the corporate market as there is
no fair agreement between two
unequal parties, he stated. He may
be right after all as a David and
Goliath can never have a fair
agreement. Neither can sheep and
wolves co-operate, nor can a cor-
poration and a marginal Gond
farmer in Madhya Pradesh. 

Today the farmer is weak, high-

ly indebted and trapped in the
cycle of over-production and
low income. His monthly house-
hold surplus is under �1,500 per
month. This has already been
destroyed by COVID-19.  

Each harvest season, his input
and production costs rise, yet he
cannot even sell at a minimum
support price (MSP). As per
reports, only six per cent farm-
ers sell at MSP, the remaining 94
per cent are dependent on mar-
kets and traders outside the
APMC mandi. Reality check —
small and marginal farmers
cannot even reach the APMC as
they don’t have any means of
transportation, forget selling
outside their geographic limits.
The majority of farmers are
marginal. This means they only
grow enough to feed their fam-
ilies and sell a little surplus to the
markets. From the village field,
away from the town, they some-
times find it convenient to sell
to local traders. 

Most of them begin the sow-
ing season by taking credit for
seeds and fertilisers and repay
them through post-harvest sales.
The tenant farmers are worse
off. They want to sell at MSP  but
due to the trader-creditor-
farmer relationship and market
forces, which have an upper
hand in price fixation, they
cannot. 

So, on the face of it, liberali-
sation seems to be a good step
as “farmers can sell anywhere.”
But is it? Here we must go by the
warning given by MP Professor
Manoj Jha to the Rajya Sabha:

“You have replaced the rohu and
hilsa with the sharks. You will
bring the East India Company
back to India.” He was referring
to traders as the small fish and
the big agri-business corpora-
tions as “sharks” that have no
personal connection with farm-
ers. In fact, most farmers still
trust their eco-system of
licenced commission agents as
they deliver on prices and guar-
antee sales.

Given agri-dollars in their
pockets and new reform poli-
cies, food majors can break any
market and create monopolies,
forcing the farmers to sell cheap-
er or let their produce rot. Not
convinced? Let’s go back to the
dal scam of 2015. After an
investigation by the IT depart-
ment, a scam valued at �2.5 lakh
crore was unearthed. The con-
sumers paid the price by buying
arhar dal at �210/kg. It was
reported that a cartel of agri-
business companies was respon-
sible for buying pulses at low
prices through the supply chain
networks and hoarding it over-
seas, creating artificial scarcity
and profiting immensely by
selling the stocks back to Indians
at high prices. The Government
used the Essential Commodities
Act (ECA) to bust hoarders and
recovered 75,000 metric tonnes
of dal. But now, even the ECA
limits on hoarding and  stock-
ing are being done away with. 

In 2006, Bihar removed the
APMC regime and the real
incomes of farmers in the State
have fallen while private invest-

ment is yet to move into the
State. Only traders are carting
produce from Bihar all the way
to Punjab to sell in mandis.

Many vouch for APMC
reforms and not its destruction
as the regulated market is still
the farmer’s best chance at get-
ting MSP. This is evidenced by
Punjab. Won’t rural India be
engulfed by corporate markets
that will ruin APMC systems
and farmers’ rights as the grow-
ers will be left unprotected
overnight without a transition-
al and transparent system cod-
ified? The Samajwadi Party MP,
Professor Ram Gopal Yadav,
asked if these reforms can assure
the farmers’ good prices? No,
because the difference between
APMC and corporate markets
would be of “BSNL and Jio”, he
said. It was Biju Janata Dal MP,
Dr Amar Patnaik, who had first
warned against “cartelisation.” In
effect, the private sector will be
a phoenix rising from the ashes
of our public infrastructure.  

The biggest problem in pro-
curement, as we have seen glob-
ally, is grading. Corporations
and agro-processors can
demand graded products for
MSP and if the gunny bag is
ungraded, they may not buy at
all, or at a reduced price. This is
common practice, which results
in huge losses for farmers and
food security of the world.
Traditionally traders graded the
produce. With them gone, will
farmers bear grading costs?
Naturally, if they do, MSP can
never be realised. 

There are also serious ques-
tions on post-harvest infra-
structure and warehousing in
rural India. Will the farmers, due
to bad storage facilities, make
distress sales? The new reforms
favour the big farmers and agri-
businesses but are detrimental
for small and marginal farms
(below two hectares) that con-
stitute 86.21 per cent of our total
land holdings. 

Further, once the market
forces evolve, unless MSP is
made a legal right or
Government procurement
increases, achieving it will be a
challenge. Contract farming is
specious. A glimpse into the US
model is enough to deduce
how the contracting parties
(agri-business firms) force the
farmers to buy their recom-
mended seeds, fertilisers and
other inputs, often from their
allied stores or vendors and at
their prices. They also force the
farmers to buy more equipment,
increasing the cost of production
each year. If the farmers don’t
abide, they don’t buy the pro-
duce and legal proceedings fol-
low.

In India, the poultry sector is
a good example of how the own-
ers have been reduced to farm
hands on their own property.
And to take two steps back,
PepsiCo filed a case against
Gujarat farmers unfairly.
PepisCo has got more flak as
many potato farmers committed
suicide due to their procurement
policies in West Bengal. The sto-
ries of contract used to exploit
farmers are endless.   

The next big problem is no
small and marginal farmer has
access to the Sub-Divisional
Magistrate and District
Magistrate. How many of them
will be able to go to the already
over-burdened official to settle
trade disputes? Even their jour-
ney for justice will become a
nightmare given their literacy
levels and manipulation by the
bigger parties. The companies or
traders will not be criminally
liable; this is a regressive step
favouring big agri-businesses.

Modi needs to critically think
about rising farmer suicides
and doubling farmers’ income
by 2022. He ought to dispel the
farmers’ doubts and insist on
specifics and mechanisms like
ensuring the retail buyers do not
go beneath a cut-off price.
Otherwise, the haze of silence
can be ominous . One fears the
day when the words of Dravida
Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK)
MP TKS Elangovan come true
— “To sell the farmers them-
selves as slaves to the big indus-
trial houses… It will kill the
farmers and make them a com-
modity.” 

(The writer is programme
director for policy and outreach,
National Seed Association of
India)
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Sir — Dates for the Bihar
Assembly elections have been
announced with special provi-
sions, keeping in mind the ongo-
ing pandemic. To make sure that
the polling doesn’t become a
super-spreader event, the
Election Commission (EC) has
issued a slew of measures. The
election will be held in three
phases. Polling or paramedical
staff will conduct thermal screen-
ing of voters at the entry point of
each polling station, the guide-
lines said. They will have more
than seven crore single-use
gloves for voters to put on before
using the electronic voting
machine to cast their vote. Over
seven lakh units of hand sanitis-
er and about six lakh personal
protective equipment (PPE) kits
have also been arranged. For
Covid patients and those with
high fever, the EC has arranged
an extra voting hour under the
strict supervision of health
authorities.

This will be the first major
election to be held in the middle
of the worldwide Coronavirus
crisis and it is yet to be seen if the
above provisions will be enough
to keep the voters safe. Bihar has

already battled floods and mass
reverse migration, it cannot
afford a massive COVID-19 out-
break.

Nihal Raj
Noida

�������������
Sir — What started as an inves-
tigation into the untimely death
of actor Sushant Singh Rajput

and the mysterious circum-
stances under which it hap-
pened has meandered into bust-
ing the drug racket in Bollywood.
Many believe that this will unveil
the dark side of the industry but
will it? The Narcotics Control
Bureau’s investigation doesn’t
seem to be much concerned
about unearthing the drug nexus
but rather hunting down selec-
tive names unfriendly to the

establishment. This has given the
media anchors yet another
chance to divert public attention
from crucial issues. Increasing
COVID-19 cases have been
reduced to numbers flashing on
one’s television screen, concerns
around the economic crisis have
been hushed and discussions on
the recently passed farm and
labour Bills are lost in the din.
Rajput’s death was most unfor-

tunate and the truth behind it
needs to be exposed but people
should not fall prey to the polit-
ical drama surrounding it. 

Urvi Jain
Ujjain

�	�����������
Sir — With the dates of the Bihar
Assembly elections being
announced, the fate of the ruling
Janata Dal (United) and the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)-led
Government, headed by Chief
Minister Nitish Kumar, will be
decided. Under fire for badly
handling the Covid outbreak
and the returnee migrants, Nitish
Kumar might find staying in
power rather challenging. This
can also mean a transfer of a huge
chunk of voters to Rashtriya
Janata Dal (RJD), which along
with the rest of the Opposition
bloc, the Congress and smaller
allies, faced a humiliating defeat
in last year’s parliamentary polls.
The stakes are also high for the
Congress as the verdict will
decide whether the grand old
party can improve its tally of 27
legislators. 

Bhagwan Thadani
Mumbai  
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Tough times are testing the most resilient of
leaders globally. Despite the nation being
confronted with serial adversities, Modi 2.0

retains and compounds the Prime Minister’s polit-
ical capital by powering on with the reforms agen-
da, regardless of the clamour by “compulsive con-
trarians”, as the late Arun Jaitley referred to the
Opposition.

Since the lockdown, the Centre has pressed
ahead with a series of incremental reforms: From
the Atmanirbharta series to the National
Education Policy (NEP) 2020 and the trilogy of
agriculture reforms. Then there are the three new
Bills intended to consolidate social security for
migrant labourers, which will impact 80 per cent
of the population employed in the informal sec-
tor. The series of post-pandemic legislations can-
not be viewed in silos but must be seen as a set
of structural and incremental reforms aimed at
rebooting the economy and improving the ease
of doing business (EODB) for farmers.

The post-Corona “new normal” challenges
every vector of economic growth to optimise and
converge resource efficiencies. This is so that each
vertical of the economy turns self-sustaining and
profitable. Agriculture is one vertical that has been
constantly dependent on subsidies, doles and wel-
farism. This has been a constant drain on the
exchequer as it was compelled to fund an uneco-
nomic sector. To make matters worse, the farm
sector delivered only subsistence-level earnings to
the farmers, a point validated by the NSSO
(National Sample Survey Office) estimates which
show that rural indebtedness escalated by 12 per
cent between 1993 to 2013.

Mitigating agrarian distress requires reduc-
ing dependency on cultivation as a source of liveli-
hood and moving towards value-added manufac-
turing. Because, a whopping 58 per cent of our
workforce is dependent on farm income, but con-
tributes only 17 per cent to India’s Gross Domestic
Product (GDP). At present, agriculture can only
deliver a growth rate of 3.4 per cent per annum,
whereas we need the sector to increase its produc-
tivity potential to at least 10 per cent in order to
lift rural India out of poverty. Increasing per capi-
ta earnings can only happen through expansion
of economic activity by firing equally on all four
cylinders of the economy: Agriculture, manufac-
turing, exports and services.

Essentially, the intent of any reform must be
gauged by the “degree of inclusivity embedded in
its blueprint.” Considering that 500 million of our
workforce is engaged in farming, the landmark
reforms will have a net positive impact as the agri-
cultural sector moves from a subsidy-centric to
a market-oriented approach, encouraging the
agripreneurial aspirations of the growers.

The agri-reforms, though politically sensitive,
were much needed after 73 years of Independence
in order to transit towards a “One Nation, One
Market.” Each farm Bill enables this transition dif-
ferently. But this article specifically focusses on the
Farmers (Empowerment and Protection)
Agreement on Price Assurance and Farm Services
Bill, 2020, which will increase efficiencies in the
low-profit agriculture sector by opening it up to
contract farming.

Why is corporatising agriculture a farmer-
friendly reform? India, having matured to a food-

surplus economy, is today more in
need of focussing on “surplus-manage-
ment” to decrease wastage. This will
increase farmers’ profitability by ramp-
ing up cold storage facilities and food-
processing infrastructure that will lead
to value-added manufacturing. The
annual agri-wastage is estimated at
�92,000 crore, so corporatisation of the
sector will enable building a seamless
farm-to-consumer supply chain.

Contrary to allegations that the leg-
islation is loaded in favour of corporates,
I wish to substantiate through empiri-
cal evidence how corporatising the sec-
tor benefited farmers. It profited grow-
ers by underwriting their seasonal pro-
duce through a negotiated pre-fixed
price with corporates that offered
income surety. It also encouraged a shift
from mono-cropping to crop diversifi-
cation, bought in new technologies and
helped in financing and modernisation.
The best Indian examples of corporatis-
ing farming are seen from the outcomes
of the Amul paradigm, the e-chaupals
and the Patanjali models of sourcing
from farmers’ collectives.

The active involvement of farmers
in shared initiatives creates a sense of co-
ownership as seen in the successful pro-
totype of the Amul cooperative which
was legendary in leading the White
Revolution. Today, India is the largest
milk producer, and Amul is the largest
food product FMCG outfit with a
�52,000 crore turnover. The winning
philosophy of Amul’s strategy was that
it treated the dairy farmer as a stakehold-
er by offering him higher prices for the
produce while purchasing, yet sold it to
the consumers at marginal profits.

I am guilty of being politically
incorrect by validating another example
on how pursuing a successful Chinese
template can benefit India, too. In 2016,
the State Council of China officially
made rural e-commerce a national
strategy in its anti-poverty drive, which

decreased poverty rates from 10.2 per
cent to 1.7 per cent in the last six years.
And one of the ways it achieved this was
by uplinking farmers onto Alibaba’s e-
commerce platforms of the Taobao
Village.

The Bill on contract farming is a
win-win for both suppliers and mar-
keters. The collectives gain by tapping
into multiple synergies derived from the
corporates’ ability to support post-har-
vest logistics, processing, packaging,
branding, retailing and their access to a
wide distribution network. Marginal and
small farmers own less than five hectares
of land, so when they form collectives,
the aggregation favours regular income,
and, in fact, serves to enhance their col-
lective economic and bargaining power.

Narendra Modi had promised to
double farmers’ income by 2022. The
status quo in their earnings will remain
if this incremental reform is not trans-
lated into action. The challenge is dou-
bling farmers’ income without unduly
raising consumer prices, even as input
costs continuously increase. To boost
profitability, farmers need the skill sets
at the command of corporates who have
deeper insights into the ever-changing
consumer needs.

To cater to the altered behavioural
profile of the post-contagion consumers
mean that they now have diminished
purchasing power, yet seek superior
nutritional benefits, better hygiene and
contactless doorstep delivery. Also, the
share of cereals in middle-income
households is reducing in favour of
fruits, vegetables and milk. Demand for
value-added processed foods is on the
rise. Increasing  health and wellness
awareness, too, is generating demand for
a wider variety of foodgrains. This calls
for a fundamental transformation for the
farmer, from selling whatever was his
traditional produce to adapting to what
the consumer actually wants. 

When demand-driven value chains

enter the sector, they bring enormous
benefits to the growers as they are able
to align production with market
demands. Because, at the end of the day,
increased crop productivity alone is not
sufficient to raise farmer incomes if mar-
ket needs do not support such produc-
tion.

Eventually, the Centre must aim at
building consensus by assuaging appre-
hensions of farmers, who are being mis-
led through fear-mongering by vested
interests, lest they succeed in sabotag-
ing a progressive legislation, as in the
case of aborting the Land Acquisition
Bill. Though agriculture is not in the
Concurrent List and remains a State sub-
ject, as the new laws deal with inter-State
trade, it becomes a Central subject. This
should hold up to legal scrutiny. The
Centre is then well within its rights to
enact laws and no State Government that
challenged this provision has won in the
past.

Besides, over time, once farming
turns into a lucrative industry, it holds
the potential of widening the taxpayer
base and could then be considered for
being transferred to the Union list. The
Centre should in fact aim at taxing farm-
ers thus far exempt from taxation.
Especially the rich growers with over 10
acres of land. A fair yardstick of evalu-
ating taxation herein would be to take
three-year averages, as there are annu-
al variations in produce due to climate-
risks. 

Ultimately, India must harness the
potential to transform into a mega
food processing hub by optimising effi-
ciencies, as the farmer, too, aspires to
move up in Masclow’s hierarchy of needs
and go beyond the Congress era slogan
of “roti, kapra aur makaan (food, cloth-
ing and housing)” to partake in a thriv-
ing modern economy.

(The writer is author, columnist and
Chairperson of the National Committee
for Financial Inclusion at the Niti Aayog.)
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Recently, when social media in
Pakistan exploded, condemning
the rape of a woman on the

Lahore motorway and the insensitive
words used by Lahore’s Capital City
Police Officer (CCPO) for the victim,
there were also folks who suggested that
the punishments for zina (rape and pre-
marital sex) introduced in 1979 by the
Zia-ul-Haq dictatorship, were success-
ful in curbing sexual assaults in Pakistan.
It wasn’t hard for those who disagreed
with this perception to produce facts
and figures to negate this claim. 

But this piece is not about that.
Instead, it is a response to those who
were left baffled after learning the
dynamics and technicalities of Zia’s laws
in this context and inquired how soci-
ety had accepted such laws for 11 years
— the number of years the dictator
General Zia was in power. 

First of all, since women were most
affected by these laws, which actually

saw scores of them ending up in jail
while their tormentors were set free,
there was constant resistance from
various women’s organisations against
Zia. In fact, bodies such as the Women’s
Action Forum (WAF) found themselves
pushed on to the frontlines of the resis-
tance, after many mainstream political
outfits opposed to Zia were neutralised
through arrests, jail sentences, disap-
pearances, torture and exile. 

Zia extracted power from above by
being part of the military establishment
and through the support that he
received from the US and Saudi Arabia.
To draw political support from below,
he nourished those segments and con-
stituencies that had been developed and
activated by religious parties during the
1977 movement against the ZA Bhutto
Government from 1972-77. 

One can assume that had he failed
to cultivate support from these seg-
ments, he would have struggled to intro-
duce the series of controversial laws that
his regime imposed in the name of faith. 

Nevertheless, in 1988 when he
passed away, he left behind a country
wracked by escalating Sunni-Shia strife,
the growth of militant sectarian and
“Islamist” outfits whose leaders were
brought into the mainstream to preach
and practise armed jihad, a rise in hate

crimes against minority sects and other
religions, an onslaught on women’s
rights and a generation of young
Pakistanis ravaged by drug addiction,
gun violence and embroiled in deadly
ethnic and sectarian conflicts.
Corruption in State and Government
institutions, too, increased when the
regime repealed anti-corruption laws
enacted in 1973. Zia introduced “devel-
opment funds” for members of his
hand-picked national and provincial
Assemblies and wrote off bank loans
taken by his supporters. Many senior
officers of the armed forces and mem-
bers of Zia’s Cabinet were reported to
have been involved in the narcotics trade
and money laundering scams.

So why did so many Pakistanis go
along with the charade of a regime
which promised them a “new Pakistan”
by claiming that it was going to finally
create an “Islamic State” that it insisted
was what Pakistan’s founders had been
committed to deliver? 

An increase in the rate of literacy
from 1972 onwards meant that more
urban Pakistanis were exposed to the
writings and theories of scholars oper-
ating outside the intellectual and polit-
ical realm of the “Muslim Modernism”
of the country’s founders. By the late
1970s, they had begun to question the

sincerity and feasibility of the modernist
project. Because of the impact of the loss
of East Pakistan in 1971, many tended
to agree with the anti-modernists that
the project had been engineered to keep
an economic and political elite in
power. An increase in the literacy rate
saw young wo/men from the country’s
small towns and villages furthering their
studies in colleges and universities of
main urban areas. When they arrived
to take their place in educational insti-
tutions in cities such as Karachi and
Lahore, the ethos of their traditional
upbringing felt alienated and even
threatened by the vocal Left and liber-
al groups on campuses. Consequently,
they were embraced by Right-wing reli-
gious outfits. 

Many of these students would go on
to graduate and settle in cities and
become part of urban Pakistan’s emerg-
ing new petty bourgeoisie and trader
classes. What’s more, when these class-
es came out on the streets during the
1977 anti-Bhutto movement, they were
backed by the industrialist and business
classes, who were repulsed by the
“Left-leaning” Bhutto regime. The
movement’s slogan was Shariah law. So
in Zia’s promise of an Islamic system,
they could identify with what they
believed was their true heritage and call-

ing, whereas the industrialists and the
businessmen yearned for a strong ruler
who would reset the country’s econom-
ic direction back to what it had been
before Bhutto’s chaotic “Socialism.”

According to Riaz Hassan in the
anthology, Pakistan at Seventy, an
increase in the urban population also
had important social and political con-
sequences. A large segment of the
increasing population led a precarious
existence, subjected to all kinds of hard-
ships. This frustration generated a con-
siderable amount of disillusionment
with modernist governments and their
policies of economic and social devel-
opment. The persistent insecurity of
urban existence over the years resulted
in the emergence of various religious
movements. The number of mosques in
the cities multiplied and, through them,
religious influences further permeated
social life. This was shaped into a pow-
erful segment and constituency by the
religious parties and then nourished and
expanded by the Zia dictatorship. 

These segments provided consid-
erable support for Zia’s so-called
“Islamisation” process. Even though
those protesting against Zia’s pro-
grammes and laws often managed to
embarrass the regime by getting their
point of view published in some

Western newspapers, most human and
civil rights activists and political work-
ers went unheard even in the most lib-
eral and democratic European coun-
tries. 

This was because of the fact that
much of the efforts of the media in these
countries and of their governments were
focussed on the civil war in Afghanistan.
The US and its allies in the North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO)
largely looked the other way when the
Zia regime was using religion to com-
mit open human rights violations and
intense political repression. The most
the West was willing to offer at the time
was political asylum to those thrown out
or volunteering to move out of Pakistan
because of the oppressive atmosphere
here. For the US and its European allies,
Zia was too important an asset to upset
in their Cold War against “Soviet
expansionism.” 

These are some of the prominent
factors behind the dictatorship’s success
in unleashing laws and Ordinances
which, today, would be almost impos-
sible to enact without being vehement-
ly challenged within and outside the
country. However, attempts to retain
and re-ignite them are still very much
part of  Pakistan’s political playbook
even today.                    (Courtesy: Dawn)
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Cairo: The United Nations said
Yemen’s warring sides agreed
Sunday to exchange more than
1,000 prisoners, marking the
first phase of a release plan
reached earlier this year.

The UN mission in Yemen
said the internationally recog-
nized government that was dri-
ven from the capital six years
ago and the Houthi rebels
agreed “to immediately release
a first group of 1,081 conflict-
related detainees and prisoners,
in accordance with the lists of
agreed-upon names.” 

The prisoner swap deal
was seen as a breakthrough
during 2018 peace talks in
Sweden. Both parties agreed
then to several confidence-
building measures, including a
cease-fire in the strategic port
city of Hodeida. 

Implementation of the ten-
tative peace plan, however,
stumbled amid ongoing mili-
tary offensives and distrust
between the two sides. The con-
flict in the Arab world’s poor-
est country erupted in 2014,
when the Iran-allied Houthis
seized the capital and much of

the country’s north. A Saudi-led
coalition, determined to restore
President Abed Rabu Mansour
Hadi’s government, launched a
military intervention months
later.

“Today is an important day
for over a thousand families
who can expect to welcome
back their loved ones hopeful-
ly very soon,” said the U.N.
Special Envoy for Yemen,
Martin Griffiths. Sunday’s deal
came at the conclusion of a
week-long meeting in Glion,
Switzerland that was co-chaired
by Griffiths’ office and the
International Committee of the
Red Cross. 

The UN said the deal was
built on a plan that both sides
agreed on in February. Griffiths
urged both parties to “move for-
ward immediately with the
release and to spare no effort in
building upon this momentum
to swiftly agree to releasing
more detainees.” Fabrizio
Carboni, ICRC’s director for the
Middle East, urged the parties to
swiftly work to move the agree-
ment “from signatures on paper
to reality on the ground.” AP

Seoul: North Korea accused
South Korea of sending ships
across the disputed sea bound-
ary to find the body of a South
Korean official recently killed
by North Korean troops, warn-
ing Sunday the intrusion could
escalate tensions. South Korea
denied the accusation.

“We urge the South side to
immediately halt the intrusion
across the military demarca-
tion line in the West Sea that
may lead to escalation of ten-
sions,” the official Korean
Central News Agency said. “It
arouses our due vigilance as it
may lead to another awful
incident.” Along with its
denial, South Korea proposed
a joint investigation to resolve
discrepancies in each coun-
try’s account of the South
Korean official’s death last
week. 

Officials in Seoul have said
the 47-year-old was likely
attempting to defect before
North Korean troops aboard a
boat fatally shot him and
burned his body.

According to Seoul, North
Korea on Friday sent a message
including a rare apology by
leader Kim Jong Un for the
shooting death of the official,
who was found floating on an
object in its waters.

The North Korean message
distributed by South Korea

said its troops shot the official
because he attempted to flee
after refusing to answer to
questions. It said North Korea
maintained troops were unable
to find the official’s body and
burned the object he was float-
ing on in line with anti-coro-
navirus rules.

Sunday’s KCNA report
confirmed North Korea noti-
fied South Korea on Friday
with its account of the incident,
but it didn’t say whether the
notification included an apol-
ogy from Kim.

South Korea’s military 
and coast guard responded 
to North Korea’s claim of a 
border incursion by saying
their ships and aircraft have
been searching waters south of
the boundary since Friday in
case the official’s body drifts
back.

South Korean President
Moon Jae-in met with his
National Security Council on
Sunday. Moon’s office said the
council viewed Kim’s apology
positively and proposed a joint
investigation with North Korea
to find out what happened to
the official.

Senior presidential official
Suh Choo-suk said South
Korea also wants North Korea
to restore a suspended military
hotline between the nations to
facilitate communications. AP

Beijing: The remains of 117
Chinese soldiers who died in
the 1950-53 Korean War were
returned to China on Sunday
in an annual repatriation
delayed this year by the coro-
navirus outbreak.

South Korea handed over
the remains at a ceremony at
Incheon airport outside Seoul,
and a Chinese military trans-
port plane flew them to
Shenyang, a northeastern
Chinese city near the North
Korean border.

Chinese soldiers fought on
the North Korean side against
U.S.-led forces in the South
during the war on the Korean
Peninsula.

Most of the 117 remains
were found in the
Demilitarized Zone that sepa-
rates North and South Korea.
It was the seventh annual repa-
triation, and the largest since
the 437 returned in the first one
in 2014. In all, the remains of
716 Chinese soldiers have been
sent back.

This year’s return, origi-
nally planned for the spring,
was postponed for several
months because of the spread
of COVID-19. AP
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US Democratic presidential
candidate Joe Biden said

he expects “personal attacks
and lies” from Donald Trump
in their first televised debate on
Tuesday, comparing the
Republican president to Nazi
propaganda chief Joseph
Goebbels.

“It is going to be difficult,”
the former vice president
acknowledged in an interview
broadcast Saturday on
MSNBC.

“My guess is, it’s going to 
be just straight attack. 
They’re going to be mostly
personal. That’s the only thing
he knows how to do,” he said
of Trump.

The debate Tuesday in
Cleveland, Ohio will be the first
time the 77-year-old veteran
politician has faced the presi-
dent he has promised to unseat.
The men will meet again for
two more debates before the
November 3 election.

But some of his supporters
fear that Biden, who is prone 
to blunders and slip-ups, may
waver in these televised duels
under the rhetorical blows of
the Republican billionaire —
who is also prone to blunders
and slip-ups, but who is far
more aggressive.

“He doesn’t know how 
to debate the facts. He’s not 
that smart,” Biden also 
claimed. “He doesn’t know
much about foreign policy, he

doesn’t know much about
domestic policy. He doesn’t
know much about the detail.”

As a result, Biden predict-
ed, “it’ll be mostly personal
attacks and lies; but I think the
American people are on to
him.”

Trump himself never 
ceases to mock what he says is
his rival’s lack of dynamism,
nicknaming him “Sleepy 
Joe” and attacking his mental
acuity.

“He’s sort of l ike

Goebbels,” Biden said. “You
say the lie long enough, keep
repeating it, repeating it,
repeating it, it becomes com-
mon knowledge.”

“It’s not like it’s going 
to come as a surprise. And 
so I’m prepared to go out 
and make my case as to why I
think he’s failed and why I
think the answers I have to pro-
ceed will help the American
people and the American econ-
omy, and make us safer inter-
nationally.”

Washington: Ahead of the
first debate-stage matchup
between President Donald
Trump and his Democratic
challenger Joe Biden, each
campaign is promising a stark
contrast in policy, personali-
ty and preparation.

Trump has decided to skip
any formal preparation. And
while Biden’s team believes the
significance of the debate may
be exaggerated, the
Democratic nominee has been
aggressively preparing to take
on the president.

Biden’s campaign has been
holding mock debate sessions
featuring Bob Bauer, a senior
Biden adviser and former
White House general counsel,
playing the role of Trump,
according to a person with
direct knowledge of the prepa-
rations who spoke on condi-
tion of anonymity to discuss
internal strategy. Bauer has
not actually donned a Trump
costume in line with Trump
stand-ins from previous years,
but he is representing his
style and expected strategy.

“I’m sure the president
will throw everything he can
at (Biden). My guess is that
they’re preparing for that —
bombarding him with insults
and weird digressions,” said
Jay Carney, a former aide to
Biden and President Barack
Obama.

“I think it’s an important
moment — I think it’s really
important for President

Trump, because the direction
of this election has been pret-
ty stable for a long time now,
and he needs to shake it up as
any candidate would who’s
behind,” Carney added. 

“The question is, can that
work?” Trump and Biden are
scheduled to meet on the
debate stage for the first time
Tuesday night at Case Western
Reserve University and the
Cleveland Clinic in Cleveland,
Ohio. The 90-minute event
moderated by Fox News host
Chris Wallace is the first of
three scheduled presidential
debates. Vice President Mike
Pence and California Sen.
Kamala Harris, Biden’s run-
ning mate, will also debate in
October.

For some, the debates rep-
resent the most important
moments in the 2020 cam-
paign’s closing days, a rare
opportunity for millions of

voters to compare the candi-
dates’ policies and personali-
ties side-by-side on prime-
time television. Trump has
been trailing Biden in the
polls for the entire year, a real-
ity that gives the president an
urgent incentive to change
the direction of the contest on
national television if he can.

Others, including those
close to Biden’s campaign, do
not expect the debates to fun-
damentally change the race no
matter what happens, given
voters’ daily struggles with the
pandemic and the economy.
They also point to high-profile
debates in past elections thought
to be game-changing moments
at the time but that ultimately
had little lasting effect.

Those with knowledge of
Biden’s preparations suggest
he will not take the fight to
Trump if he can avoid it. But
on Saturday, at least, he was on

the attack when he discussed
his strategy on MSNBC. “I’m
prepared to go out and make
my case as to why I think he’s
failed and why I think the
answers I have to proceed will
help the American people,
the American economy and
make us safer internationally,”
Biden said, arguing that
Trump won’t persuade voters
with broadsides because “the
people know the president is
a liar.” He also compared
Trump to Adolf Hitler’s pro-
paganda minister, Joseph
Goebbels, saying, “He’s sort of
like Goebbels. 

You say the lie long
enough, keep repeating,
repeating, repeating, it
becomes common knowledge.”
Biden said he doesn’t expect
Trump to articulate a detailed
vision for a second term. “He
doesn’t know how to debate the
facts, because he’s not that
smart,” Biden continued. “He
doesn’t know that many facts.
He doesn’t know much about
foreign policy. He doesn’t know
much about domestic policy.
He doesn’t know much about
the detail.” 

While Biden has said he
will try to be a fact checker of
sorts on stage, the Democrat
is being advised to avoid
direct confrontations and
instead redirect the conversa-
tion to more familiar cam-
paign themes of unity and
issues that matter most to
voters: the economy, health

care and the pandemic.
“Arguing over facts, liti-

gating whether what he’s say-
ing is accurate, that is not win-
ning to Biden,” said Jen Psaki,
a former Obama aide who is
close to Biden’s team. “This is
an opportunity to speak
directly to the American peo-
ple. His objective should be to
speak directly to them, but not
be pulled in by Trump. That
is hard.” Trump has not been
doing any formal prepara-
tion, according to aides and
allies who spoke on the con-
dition of anonymity to discuss
private conversations.

No set has been con-
structed and aides refused to
say whether anyone is playing
Biden. Trump, instead, has
maintained that the best
preparation is doing his day
job — particularly his fre-
quent and often contentious
interactions with reporters.
White House aides also
scheduled an ABC town hall
earlier this month to expose
Trump to real voter ques-
tions for the first time in
months in preparation for the
second debate.

Privately some aides and
allies are worried that Trump’s
lack of formal preparation will
lead him to fall into the same
hubris trap as other incum-
bents in their first general
election debate. Obama, for
example, famously struggled in
his first matchup against Mitt
Romney in 2012. AP
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Washington, United States:
Democratic presidential can-
didate Joe Biden on Saturday
called on the US Senate to
refrain from confirming
President Donald Trump’s
Supreme Court nominee until
after the November 3 election.

“The Senate should not act
on this vacancy until after the
American people select their
next president and the next
Congress,” Biden said, just
moments after Trump
announced his nomination of
Amy Coney Barrett to replace
the late liberal justice Ruth
Bader Ginsburg.

Trump predicted that

Barrett, a staunch conservative,
will get a “very quick” confir-
mation in the Republican-
controlled senate. AFP
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Yerevan (Armenia): Fighting
erupted anew on Sunday
between Armenian and
Azerbaijani forces over the dis-
puted separatist region of
Nagorno-Karabakh and a top
territorial official said 16 peo-
ple were killed and more than
100 wounded, while
Azerbaijan’s president said his
military has suffered losses.

Armenia also claimed that
two Azerbaijani helicopters were
shot down and three Azerbaijani
tanks were hit by artillery, but
Azerbaijan’s defense ministry
rejected that claim.

Heavy fighting broke out in
the morning in the region that
lies within Azerbaijan but has
been under the control of eth-
nic Armenian forces backed by
Armenia since 1994 at the end
of a separatist war. It was not
immediately clear what sparked
the fighting, the heaviest since
clashes in July killed 16 people
from both sides.

N a g o r n o - K a r a b a k h
authorities reported that
shelling hit the region’s capital
of Stepanakert and the towns of
Martakert and Martuni.
Armenian Defense Ministry
spokesman Artsrun
Hovhannisyan also said
Azerbaijani shelling hit within
Armenian territory near the
town of Vardenis.

Artur Sarkisian, deputy
head of the Nagorno-Karabakh
army, said that 16 people were
killed and more than 100

wounded. It wasn’t immediately
clear if the figure included
both soldiers and civilians.
Earlier, the Armenian human
rights ombudsman said a
woman and child had been
killed in the shelling.

Another Armenian Defense
Ministry spokeswoman,
Shushan Stepanyan, said “the
Armenian side” shot down two
helicopters and hit three tanks.
Azerbaijani President Ilham
Aliyev ordered martial law be
imposed in some regions of the
country and called for a curfew
in major cities.

In a televised address to the
nation, Aliyev said that “there
are losses among the
Azerbaijani forces and the civil-
ian population as a result of the

Armenian bombardment,” but
didn’t give further details. He
also claimed that “many units
of the enemy’s military equip-
ment have been destroyed.”

Russian Foreign Minister
Sergey Lavrov “is conducting
intensive contacts in order to
induce the parties to cease fire
and start negotiations to stabi-
lize the situation,” Foreign
Ministry spokeswoman Maria
Zakharova said.

Albanian Prime Minister
Edi Rama, chairman of the
Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe, called
on the sides to stop fighting.
The long-unsuccessful negoti-
ations for resolving the territo-
ry’s status has been conducted
under OSCE auspices. AP
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Kyiv: About 100,000 demon-
strators marched in the
Belarusian capital calling for
the authoritarian president’s
ouster, some wearing card-
board crowns to ridicule him,
on Sunday as the protests
that have rocked the country
marked their 50th consecutive
day.

Protests also took place in
nine other cities, underlining
the wide extent of dismay
and anger with President
Alexander Lukashenko, who
has stifled opposition and
independent news media dur-
ing 26 years in power.

The protest wave began
after the Aug. 9 presidential
election that officials said
gave Lukashenko a sixth term

in office with a crushing 80
per cent of the vote. The
opposition and some poll
workers say the results were
manipulated.

Lukashenko has defied
calls for him to step down and
many prominent members of
a council formed with the aim
of arranging a transfer of
power have been arrested or
have fled the country. The
protests have persisted despite
the daily detentions of demon-
strators. AP
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Ocean City (US): More than
100 people have been arrested
on criminal and traffic offens-
es during an unauthorised car
rally in a Maryland city, where
confrontations between par-
ticipants and police were cap-
tured on videos.

The Baltimore Sun reports
that police from neighbouring
jurisdictions helped Ocean
Police police officers with
crowd control at the H2oi” rally
in the beach town.

Ocean City Police Chief
Ross Buzzuro said in a state-
ment Sunday that the rally
participants came to the city “to
disrupt, destroy and disrespect
our community and our law
enforcement officers.” “This is
not a car show and the major-
ity of these visitors are not car
enthusiasts,” he said.

“Our policing philosophy
is to be friendly, fair and firm.
Unfortunately, the disorderly
behaviour and unruly crowds
left no choice but to shift our
philosophy and take addition-
al steps to protect our officers
and our community.”

A video posted online
shows an officer from the
Maryland Department of
Natural Resources Police grab-
bing a man walking in a cross-
walk and forcing him to the
ground. A department spokes-
woman said the man was
arrested for disorderly con-
duct and that police were
“gathering more information”
about whether the officer fol-
lowed the proper protocol.

Ocean City Mayor Rick
Meehan has vowed to end the
annual event. To deter people
from coming, legislators
allowed the city to create a zone
with reduced speed limits and
increased fines for infractions
such as racing, skidding and
wheel-spinning. AP
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cued from among hundreds of
carcasses Sunday, taking to 110
the number of creatures that
survived a mass stranding in
southern Australia.

The country’s largest-ever
mass stranding saw around
470 pilot whales become stuck
in a remote harbour on
Tasmania’s rugged western
seaboard last week, sparking a
major effort to save the ani-
mals.

It was “absolutely remark-
able” another whale was found
alive six days after the pod was
first discovered, a Tasmania
environment department
spokeswoman told AFP,
adding that it had been taken
back out to sea.

More than 100 rescuers
toiled for days in chilly waters,
but many volunteers and con-
servationists have now packed
up as efforts turned to dis-
posing of the remaining car-
casses.

“There has been a tremen-
dous team effort and this
combined commitment has
allowed us to get as many
whales as we can back out to

sea,” Parks and Wildlife
Service manager Rob Buck
said of the “complex rescue”.

With more than 300 car-
casses spread across a 10-
kilometre area (about 6 miles),
authorities shifted their focus
Sunday to a mass sea burial.

Boats have begun towing
the dead whales into the open
ocean, where they will be
released over several days.

Authorities have warned
that more whales could be
found in the area, with some
animals likely to become
beached for a second time.

The causes of mass strand-
ings remain unknown, but
some experts have suggested
the pod may have gone off
track after feeding close to the
shoreline or by following one or
two whales that strayed. AFP
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Paris: France is stepping up
the pressure on Belarus’ long-
time leader Alexander
Lukashenko, with President
Emmanuel Macron telling a
prominent French weekly that
“Lukashenko must go.” 

The European Union said
Thursday it does not recognize
Lukashenko as president of
Belarus because of large-scale
protests by Belarusians who
question the results of last
month’s presidential election
that Lukashenko claims he
overwhelmingly won. 

Opposition members and
some poll workers in Belarus
say the vote was rigged.

Ahead of a trip Monday
to Lithuania and Latvia,
Macron was quoted in
Sunday’s Journal du
Dimanche newspaper as say-
ing “it’s clear that Lukashenko
must go.” 

“What’s happening in
Belarus is a crisis of power, an
authoritarian power that can’t
manage to accept the logic of
democracy and is clinging on
by force,” the newspaper
quotes Macron as saying.

In a speech Saturday to
the virtual U.N. General
Assembly, Belarus’ foreign
minister warned Western
nations against interfering or
imposing sanctions over the
country’s disputed presidential
election and the government’s
violent crackdown on pro-
testers. AP
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On the occasion of World
Tourism Day, Oil Minister

Dharmendra Pradhan on
Sunday urged for switching
prime tourist destinations to
100 per cent clean fuel.

He was addressing a vir-
tual meet on ‘tourism and
rural development’ along with
Tourism Minister Prahlad
Singh Patel, an official state-
ment said here.

Pradhan commended the
Ministry of Tourism for its
novel initiative ‘Dekho Apna
Desh’ that promotes and
encourages local heritage and
tourist sites.

He spoke about India’s rich
culture, history and ancient
architectural marvels which
offer immense scope for the
growth of the tourism industry.

Tourism industry, he said,
offers immense job opportu-
nities and called for weaving
sustainability with tourism and
collaborating to switch prime
tourist cities to 100 per cent
clean fuels, which will further
help protect monuments and
ensure a cleaner environment
for tourists.
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Production of crude steel in
India in August declined 4.4

per cent on a year-on-year
basis to 8.48 million tonne
(Mt), according to data from
the World Steel Association.

During the same period
last year, India had produced
8.87 million tonne of crude
steel.

Globally, however, crude
steel production marked a mar-
ginal rise and China recorded
8.4 per cent increase at 94.8
million tonne.

In a statement, the World
Steel Association said that total
steel production for the 64
countries reporting to it was
156.2 million tonne in August
2020, a 0.6 per cent increase
compared to August 2019.

It further noted that due to
the ongoing difficulties pre-
sented by the Covid-19 pan-

demic, many of the estimates
may be revised with next
month’s production update.

“China produced 94.8 Mt
of crude steel in August 2020,
an increase of 8.4 per cent com-
pared to August 2019. India
produced 8.5 Mt of crude steel
in August 2020, down 4.4 per
cent on August 2019,” it said.

Japan produced 6.4 million
tonne of crude steel in August
2020, down 20.6 per cent com-
pared to August 2019. South
Korea’s steel production was 5.8
million tonne in August, down
by 1.8 per cent on a year-on-
year basis.

Germany produced 2.8
million tonne of crude steel in
August 2020, down 13.4 per
cent.

The US produced 5.6 mil-
lion tonne of crude steel in
August 2020, a decrease of
24.4 per cent compared to
August 2019.
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The Confederation of All
India Traders (CAIT) has

called upon Union Commerce
Minister Piyush Goyal to roll
out the e-commerce policy at
the earliest to curb “malprac-
tices” of large e-commerce
players in India.

In a statement, the traders’
organisation said: “Indian e-
commerce ecosystem has been
greatly vitiated by large e-com-
merce companies and in the
wake of steep rise of e-com-
merce share in the Indian
domestic trade, it is all the more
necessary to have a robust and
well defined e-commerce pol-
icy so that small businesses do
not suffer at the hands of large
e-commerce companies having
deep pockets and enormous
resources.”

Further, it said that CAIT
is all set to launch its e-com-
merce portal ‘Bharatemarket’ in
October. CAIT has also
demanded formation of a reg-
ulatory authority for regulating
and monitoring e-commerce
business and having adequate
powers to penalise offenders of
the e-commerce policy.It has
also suggested that there should
be no relaxation in FDI policy
for e-commerce players.
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Vodafone Idea Limited
(VIL) has started upgrad-

ing its 3G users to 4G in key
markets.

In a statement on Sunday,
the company said that it has
substantially enhanced 4G
capacity by consolidating the
Vodafone and Idea networks
and deployment of latest tech-
nologies enabling it to upgrade
large chunks of 3G spectrum to
4G.”VIL will now be able to
offer faster 4G data speeds to its
3G users on the Vi GIGAnet
network. The company’s enter-
prise customers currently using
3G based services will be
upgraded to 4G and 4G based
IoT applications and services,
in a phased manner,” it said.

While the company will
continue to offer basic voice
services to its 2G users, 3G data
users will gradually be upgrad-

ed to 4G in a phased manner
across all markets.

According to Ravinder
Takkar, MD & CEO, Vodafone
Idea Limited, “With highest
quantum of spectrum in the
country and large part of it
already refarmed for 4G, VIL is
now best placed to upgrade our
2G/3G users to high speed 4G
data services.”

“As our integration nears
completion, we have already
expanded our 4G coverage to
1 billion Indian population
who can now avail faster data
services pan-India. We believe
our latest move will further
catalyse the digital revolution in
the country,” he said.

To switch to the high speed
4G GIGAnet network, 3G users
will need to upgrade to Vi 4G
SIM card and 4G smartphone.
The company offers a range of
bundled offers to upgrade to
4G, it said.
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State-run NTPC Ltd has
invited bids for procure-

ment of biomass pellets for its
various thermal plants on
domestic competitive basis
(DCB) as part of its endeavour
to reduce burning of crop
residue on farmlands that cause
air pollution.

The power producer has
envisaged consumption of five
million tonnes of pellets in the
current year at its 17 its power
plants including NTPC Korba
(Chhattisgarh), NTPC Farakka
(West Bengal), NTPC Dadri
(Uttar Pradesh), NTPC Kudgi
(Karnataka), NTPC Sipat
(Chhattisgarh), and NTPC
Rihand (Uttar Pradesh).

NTPC had first undertak-
en this initiative on pilot basis
in 2017 for biomass co-firing by
replacing some of the coal
with pellet-based fuel at NTPC
Dadri, Uttar Pradesh. Post suc-
cessful implementation, it now
plans to replicate the model in
17 of its plants.

The invitation for bids
would be done through e-ten-
dering at SRM Portal. The bid-
ding process will be followed by
the ‘Single Stage - Two
Envelope’ Bidding System.

“NTPC is confident that
co-firing will help create large
scale rural employment oppor-
tunities in processing as well as

supply chain for biomass,” the
company said in a statement on
Sunday. The power producer
will give preference to bids
from suppliers from Punjab
and Haryana.

NTPC had fired 100 tonnes
of agro residue-based pellets at
Dadri, Uttar Pradesh in 2017.
The test-firing was carried out
in four phases, with gradual
increase in percentage of firing
from 2.5 per cent to 10 per cent
along with coal. Till date, the
company has fired more than
7,000 tonnes of agro residue
pellets. As per estimates, about
145 MMTPA of crop residue
remains unutilised and most of
it is burnt in India in the open
fields, creating severe air pol-
lution that leads to health issues.
Open burning of agro residue
is considered a major contrib-
utor to the surge in PM 2.5 in
northern India in the post-har-
vesting season.

“With its gross calorific
value comparable to the bitu-
minous coal, the power gener-
ation potential of the entire 145
MMTPA biomass burnt through
co-firing in coal-based power
plants is equivalent to 28,000-
30,000 MW of round-the-clock
generation of renewable power
which can produce the same
amount of electrical energy as
can be produced from solar
capacity of 125,000-150,000
MW,” the NTPC statement said.
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Diesel prices continued to
dip for the third straight

day on Sunday on the back of
subdued crude oil prices glob-
ally.

In the national capital,
diesel was priced at �70.80 per
litre, 14 paise down from
�70.94 a litre on Saturday.

Similarly, its price fell in the
other metros as well. In
Mumbai, Chennai and Kolkata,
the fuel was sold at �77.22,
�76.27 and �74.32 respective-
ly on Sunday, compared to the
previous levels of �77.36,
�76.40 and �74.46 per litre. Oil
marketing companies, howev-
er, kept petrol prices
unchanged for the fifth con-
secutive day. In Delhi, Mumbai,
Chennai and Kolkata, petrol
was priced at �81.06, �87.74,
�84.14 and �82.59 per litre
respectively.

The recent fuel price fall is
on the back of expectation of
slowing demand for oil globally
as a second wave of coronavirus
spike threatens further derail-
ment of economic activity.

Brent crude price is also
subdued around $42 a barrel.

For domestic auto fuel con-
sumers, the price fall has been
a bonanza amid the current
tough economic conditions.
With the price cut on Sunday,
diesel has now become cheap-
er by �2.76 per litre in Delhi
this month.
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The dynamic economic
upheaval unleashed by

Covid-19 pandemic might hin-
der the Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) from giving a pin-point-
ed growth as well as inflation
forecast in the upcoming mon-
etary policy report, experts
opined.

The existing legislations
mandate the RBI to come out
with a growth and inflation
forecast twice in an interval of
six-months in the monetary
policy report.

Expectedly, the report is
slated to be issued with the
upcoming policy review on
October 1. The report was last
issued in February.

“Given the continuing
uncertainty on the economic
revival, it is difficult to say
whether RBI will come out
with clear forecasts on the
GDP print for FY21,” said
Suman Chowdhury Chief
Analytical Officer at Acuite
Ratings and Research.

“It has, however already
highlighted the risks of a mate-
rial contraction in economic
output in the previous MPC
report. As regards inflation, it
is likely to reiterate its expec-
tation of a moderation in the
CPI inflation over the next few
months due to lesser supply
constraints, higher crop output
in kharif season and also the
favourable base effect kicking
in.”

According to Brickwork
Ratings said: “With uncertain-
ty regarding the pandemic
looming large, the RBI may not
provide a GDP forecast for
FY21 in the upcoming MPC
meeting. As in the previous
statements, the RBI may con-
tinue to talk about economic
contraction without quantify-
ing the magnitude.”

“Given the continued surge
in Covid-19 cases in the coun-
try’s major hubs, which is hin-
dering the recovery process, we
expect the Q2FY21 GDP to
shrink by 13.5 per cent.”

In April, the RBI’s

Monetary Policy Report said
that the global economy may
slump into recession in 2020.

The report noted that the
the coronavirus pandemic,
lockdown and the expected
contraction in global output
will weigh heavily on the
growth outlook. The actual
outturn would depend upon
the speed with which the out-
break is contained and eco-
nomic activity returns to nor-
malcy, said the Monetary
Policy Report for April 2020.

As per the report, due to
the highly fluid circumstances
in which incoming data pro-
duce shifts in the outlook for
growth on a daily basis, fore-
casts for real GDP growth in
India are not provided in the
Monetary Policy Report, await-
ing a clear fix on the intensity,
spread and duration of Covid-
19.

It is widely expected that
persistently high inflation
fanned in part due to supply
side disruptions along with
seasonal factors will deter the

Reserve Bank to administer a
dose of lending rate cut during
the upcoming monetary poli-
cy review.

Notably, the expected move
will come at a time when
industrial output is at historic
low due to the Covid-19 pan-
demic.

The RBI’s MPC (Monetary
Policy Committee) is expected
to release its resolution on the
monetary policy after their
meet on September 29 to
October 1, 2020.
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The success of the ‘Operation
Flood’ led to India emerg-

ing as the highest milk pro-
ducing nation in the world
more than two decades back.
From a milk deficient country,
India became self-sufficient in
milk production mainly attrib-
uted to the role played by
dairy cooperatives such as
Amul (Gujarat Cooperative
Milk Marketing Federation),
Nandini (Karnataka Milk
Federation) etc.

After the announcement of
lockdown in March to curb
spread of the COVID19, it
resulted in disruption of sup-
ply chains associated with the
various sectors of Indian econ-
omy. However, the dairy coop-
eratives continued with their
operations of procuring milk
from the members (as well as
non-members) and distribu-
tions of dairy products to con-
sumers notwithstanding oper-
ational challenges faced. 

While many private sectors
organised dairy players stopped
or reduced milk procurement
from farmers because of
decline in demand, majority of
the co-operative dairies have
continued to collect milk from
dairy farmers to ensure best
possible financial support in
spite of lower sales. This has
resulted in surplus stock of
Skimmed Milk Powder (SMP)
and butter with the co-opera-
tive dairies. On one hand the
milk procurement has
increased and on other the

demand for the dairy products
is yet to reach the pre-COVID
level.

It is estimated that the
dairy cooperatives currently
have around 1.5 lakh tonne of
SMP stocks, which implies
around 1.5 million tonne of
milk stock (conversion ratio of
SMP to liquid milk 1:10). This
stock is far more than the SMP
stocks held with the coopera-
tives a year ago. With the onset
of flush season (milk produc-
tion goes up) from October,
dairy cooperatives have been
asking the government to pro-
vide incentives under the
Merchandise Exports from
India Scheme so that around
50,000 tonne of SMP could be
exported.

A number of countries
which imports large quantity of
dairy products are not permit-
ting import of dairy from India
applying various tariff and non-
tariff barriers. The European
Union (EU) does not approve
dairy imports from India under
the pretext of various issues like
pesticide and antibiotic residue
etc.  The United States had a
high import duty of 40 to 60%
on dairy products. China, the
world’s largest importer of dairy

products does not permit
import from India after it
imposed a ban on the imports
of milk and milk products
from China years back because
of presence of toxic chemical -
melamine in Chinese dairy
products. Russia’s guidelines
stipulate that their own veteri-
nary control team approves
dairy plants in India prior to
imports. In the last four years,
Russia has not granted any
approval for Indian dairy plants.

International Inner Wheel is
one of the largest women ser-

vice voluntary organizations in
the world and is active in more
than 104 countries with the
objective to promote true
friendship, encourage the ideas
of personal service and faster
international understanding.

The Inner Wheel Club
(IWC) Delhi Main conducted
a Webinar on 21.09.2020 to cel-
ebrate the UN 75th
Anniversary. 

This webinar was attended
by more than 200 IWC mem-
bers. Inner Wheel Clubs world
over takes part in a wide range
of works for charities and caus-
es with the aim of helping
everyone to live better lives.
International Inner Wheel
involves the United Nations (
ECOSOC and UNICEF ) with
a consultative status . 

Economic Social Council
(ECOSOC) is the most impor-
tant organ of the UN which
coordinates follow-up on major
UN conferences and summits
to advance all dimensions of
sustainable development – eco-
nomic, social and environ-
mental. 

International Inner Wheel
have their representatives in the
UN who assist the work ses-
sions of the commissions
regarding important themes
as : Human Rights, Rights of
the Children, conditions of
Woman, the family, the Elderly
and Drugs . Webinars was
addressed by four past
International Inner Wheel
President (PIIWP).

Jaipur: Chief Minister Ashok
Gehlot said that all classes
have played an important role
in the fight against corona
infection in the State.  With the
help of public representatives,
leaders of various parties,
NGOs, social workers, reli-
gious leaders, Bhamashahs and
Corona Warriors, the State
Government has succeeded in
controlling the corona infection
to a great extent in the State,
with the death rate from coro-
na also being minimal.  He said
that in this war against Corona,
the entire state remained unit-
ed and everyone’s cooperation
was saved in saving the lives of
people and their livelihood.  In
the future, all will fight togeth-
er against Corona.

Gehlot was holding a video
conference from the Chief
Minister’s residence on
Saturday to discuss the steps
taken so far for the Kovid-19
epidemic with the leaders of
various political parties and
representatives of voluntary
organizations.  He also sought
suggestions from leaders of all
parties and representatives of
voluntary organizations.  He
said that corona management
in Rajasthan has been very
good.  The state is in a much
better position than other states
on various parameters of epi-
demic control.

The Chief Minister said
that for the last few days, there
has been a concern expressed
by the public representatives,

public and various organiza-
tions on the growing transition.
He said some states had previ-
ously imposed a lockdown two
days a week.  But the Indian
government says that two days
a week lockdown is not useful
to prevent infection.  Due to the
long lockdown in the past,
livelihood crisis has arisen in
front of the livelihood workers.
He said that to prevent infec-
tion, the state government has
imposed Section 144 in 11
cities of the state and prohib-
ited the gathering of more
than five persons.

Gehlot said that no more
than one person should visit
the patients admitted in the
Covid Care Centers.  The risk
of infection increases with
more than one family visiting
patients.  He instructed to
issue advisory in this regard.
During the VC, representatives
of social organizations and
NGOs also suggested to create
greater awareness about health
protocols among the general
public.  Everyone gave sugges-
tions regarding strict adherence
to social distancing and apply-
ing mask.

Medical Minister Dr.
Raghu Sharma said that ade-
quate oxygen beds, ventilators
and ICU beds are available in
the state.  He said that the state’s
testing capacity has exceeded
51 thousand per day.  In the
coming time, 4500 tests will be
done daily with Cobas machine
in SMS hospital.  

Chandigarh: Punjab Food,
Civil Supplies and Consumer
Affairs Minister Bharat
Bhushan Ashu today kick start-
ed paddy procurement at
Rajpura Grain Market.
Reiterating that Chief Minister
Captain Amarinder Singh led
state government always stood
by the farmers, he averred that
every effort would be made for
the withdrawal of the anti-
farmer bills passed by the
Union Government. He was
accompanied by MLA Rajpura
Hardial Singh Kamboj, MLA
Ghanour Mr. Madan Lal
Jalalpur, Punjab Mandi Board
Senior Vice Chairman Mr.
Vijay Kalra and Food and Civil
Supplies Director Anindita
Mitra.

Interacting with the media
persons after starting govern-
ment procurement operations,
Ashu said, following the direc-
tives of the Chief Minister
Captain Amarinder Singh, the
state government has made
elaborate arrangements for the
procurement of expected
arrival of 170 lakh metric
tonnes of paddy across the
mandis of the state, adding that
state government was com-
mitted to procure every grain
of the produce because it was
the fruit of six months of hard
work of the farmers. “Punjab
Government has made all out
arrangements for the smooth
and uninterrupted procure-
ment of paddy crop in all the
Mandis of the state keeping in
view the COVID-19 pandem-

ic”, he added.
The Food Minister said

that due to the early arrival of
paddy crop, the state govern-
ment has started the pro-
curement of paddy from
today and will ensure early
payment of the crop to the
farmers. He said that this
time, Punjab Mandi Board
has set up 4035 procurement
centers in the state including
1872 official centers, where
30x30 feet space has been ear-
marked in wake of Corona.
Besides this, masks and soap
and sanitizer for hand wash-
ing are being provided to
farmers and arrangements for
labour, gunny bags and trans-
port for lifting of crops have
also been completed.

Ashu appealed to the farm-
ers not to set fire crop residue
in the fields as it will exacerbate
COVID situation in the state
and bring only dry produce to
the mandis for easy and hassle-
free procurement. He said that

similar to the wheat season,
farmers would be able to bring
their produce in the Mandis by
obtaining the passes given to
them through commission
agents and these would be of
different colors for various
days. 
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Eager to marry but constantly rejected by women, a bachelor hopes to

win over a former crush by accepting help from an unlikely source: her
mother. Starring Yami Gautam, Vikrant Massey and Suhail Nayyar, the film
releases October 9 on Netflix. 

������
A young

newlywed moves to
her husband's
imposing estate,
where she must
contend with his
sinister housekeeper
and the haunting
shadow of his late
wife. Starring Lily
James, Armie
Hammer and Kristin
Scott Thomas, the
film releases on
October 21 on Netflix. 


�����
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When a slum dweller

spins a web of lies in pur-
suit of the upward mobil-
ity he has long craved, his
ruse could be especially
dangerous for his young
son. Starring
Nawazuddin Siddiqui,
Nasser and Aakshath
Das, the film releases on
October 2 on Netflix.

B � � � � /

We all know that the persistence
of the novel Coronavirus is one
of the few things that are here

to stay. Hence, we must learn to accept
the new normal, be it about everyday
lifestyle changes or even fashion. And
looking at the new garments and trends
which are becoming staples in our
wardrobe, the first would be gloves,
which seem to be back in fashion.
Designers are gradually introducing
interesting pairs, which would hopeful-
ly help the people regain the human
touch.

Various types of gloves have been
introduced now such as disposable,
anti-bacterial, hypo-allergenic, envi-
ronment-friendly and many more. The
global demand for disposable gloves has
suddenly skyrocketed as compared to
their sales before the pandemic. These
protective gears have become the latest
additions in our wardrobes in the last
few months. 

Of course, we are not mentioning
the latex surgical ones in which hands
sweat like in saunas. The protective gear
in our hands is somewhat a beautiful
expression of our indomitable spirits in
the face of contagion. Gloves have def-
initely been an overlooked accessory
used for practicality, although it has gone
down in history as the most universal
item in fashion. They have become a
necessary trend amid the pandemic due
to the additional protection that they can
offer other than masks and sanitisation. 

Celebrities and fashion influencers
are now taking to social media to exhib-
it their collection of gloves, which are
accessorised with nail-paints and rings.
The latest accessory of fashionable
gloves actually came into development
just before the outbreak and designers
were seen exploring their potential on
fashion runways.

You can sport hand-embroidered
gloves, anti-bacterial crochet ones or
printed, colourful ones to meet your dif-
ferent types of moods. There’s one for
every place — while you are set to hit
the gym or an aerobics class, to the
supermarket or while travelling. Gloves
made of anti-microbial fabrics and
fibres are the latest innovation that gives
a long-lasting protection from microbes
even after multiple washes. These fab-
rics protect your hands from various
viruses and bacteria that are much
required amid this unprecedented phase.

Nelson Jaffery, Head of Design,
Liva, shares a few noted trends:

�;������ ���� ������ ������	
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Colours play an integral part not
only in fashion but also in our life as they
add happiness, distract us from negative
thinking, change actions and cause
reactions. The type of colour combina-
tions that we choose for ourselves
reflects our personal self. The bright
colour reflects happiness and adds pos-
itive vibes, while the dull shades reflect
the tedious mood. As we are already
mindful about matching our acces-
sories on what we wear, choosing the
right colour as per the outfit will help
you create a new style statement. 

While at work, gloves can get soiled
and stained, at this point the colours that
you choose can turn out to be life savers.
Choosing darker shades is the best way
to embrace the style of being carefree.
A few timeless shades to select from are:  

Bittersweet chocolate: This deeply
divine shade can match to almost every
outfit, making all the difference.

Dark lavender: The shade has cer-

tainly made a comeback in fashion as it
is bright and vivacious, giving us the
right summer vibe. It goes well on light
colours like white, pink and off-white.

Gallery red: Also known as rose red,
with a tint of pink, it adds class to any
outfit that you opt to wear. 

����	������*���
Cutwork style is back in vogue. The

vintage technique and the intricate style
lends a see-through look to the garment.
Done by cutting away the fabric and
binding the edges with buttonhole
stitches, the technique emerged in the
14th century in Italy, and eversince, over-
coming the top trends like laces and
flares. Well, cutwork gloves can be
worn for special occasions to give your
attire a chic and more elegant look.

To keep the protection quotient
intact, it’s recommended to use
latex/plastic gloves underneath the cut-
work. 

)����������������������
Wearing print and patterns can be

intimidating as compared to solid colour
gloves. Mixing prints has always been a
top fashion trend. Prints have evolved
throughout and now have become the
priority when we think of something

trendy. Even though many women pre-
fer to live in a terminal state of simplic-
ity out of fear of looking too complicat-
ed or frumpy but bold prints are more
wearable than they seem. It’s just about

making the right choice. If you end up
choosing too many prints at a moment,
it can look chaotic rather than stylish.
Hence, choosing simple prints can be the
must-have in gloves. 

-=������&�/="6
When we get a little overexcited or

think of dramatising our mood into our
attire, puff style is something to go about
without any doubt. When we started to
see the puff trend rising, it seemed like just
the season’s newest must-have. And
eversince, it’s been re-imagined in so many
iterations and has returned season after
season, becoming more than just a fleet-
ing trend.

These are usually worn during the
winters, however, with the ever-evolving
style statement, gloves are becoming a
more casual and go-to style.

Safety garments like gloves and masks
are here to stay no matter how far we come
with the pandemic. Hence, choosing the
right and comfortable fabric like viscose
will always be a great option to sustain this
virus in the best possible way. 

It has been actor Boman
Irani’s endeavour to break

down the craft of cinema for
brilliant minds of all ages.
The actor, who is known for
his path-breaking perfor-
mances in 3 Idiots and Lage
Raho Munnabhai, has
answered his call as a story-
teller by devising Spiral Bound,
a series of screenwriting work-
shops for eager learners. This
initiative by the actor has
clocked in 150 online screen-
writing sessions during the
lockdown.

Through these workshops,
Irani offered a learning oppor-
tunity to budding writers,
amateurs and professionals
from different walks of life to
unite and learn the nuances of
screenwriting. What started for
him as a step towards being a
student of cinema, has now
resulted in an incredible jour-
ney of mentoring hundreds of
students.

Happy to have arrived at
the milestone of hitting 150
sessions, Boman took to his
social media to express grati-
tude towards artists and film-
makers, who showed their
support to Spiral Bound. In the
caption, he wrote, “One hun-
dred and fifty sessions on
screenwriting in just about
165 days right through this
lockdown. Writers, directors,
actors, designers, beginners,
all... with heart. All with the
intention to learn and grow.
Not allowing the chains of
these lockdowns to shackle
and get the better of us. If at all

we were shackled, it was with
each other. Bound by the spi-
raling shackles of learning,
love and friendship. Proud of
each and every one of you!
Grateful too!”

He said, “Spiral Bound
began with the idea of jamming
on stories and refining them.
We have over 100 people
attending the sessions every
day and now clocking in 150
sessions leads me to think that
what we’re offering these minds
is really working for them.”

The first workshop was
conducted by Alexander
Dinelaris, Oscar-winning film
Birdman’s screenwriter and
dear friend to Boman. This was
before the lockdown when the
actor launched his production
house — Irani Movietone. He
shared that he wanted to write
his screenplay but couldn’t.
He was looking for some guid-
ance, so he went to New York
in search of it. And he met
Alexander there. That’s how it
all started. 

Boman believes that these
workshops will produce some
great films in the future. He
said that it’s all about the power
of screenplay. “No camera can
do wonders, if the screenplay
isn’t worthwhile. It has the
power to make or break great
films,” added he. 

On the work front, the
actor looks forward to the
release of 83, where he will be
portraying the role of a former
Indian cricketer Farokh
Engineer, and Jayeshbhai
Jordaar.
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It’s often said, “Honesty is the best policy.” Which
is the reason why a kind and an honest person

would never approve of someone who reaches
heights by foul means or through corruption. To
them, life often seems unfair and the result, at times,
turns out to be revengeful. However, one fails to
understand an important fact that the law of karma
is eternal and works on the simple principle of cause-
and-effect — “as you sow, so shall you reap.”

Corruption in India has stirred many political
debates and agitations in the history, attracting exten-
sive coverage in the Indian media too. Bribery, scams
and misuse of public money are becoming common.
Many a times, those involved in these activities go
scot-free, lead a luxurious life and enjoy many priv-
ileges without being
accountable for their
nefarious deeds. But we
forget that the law of
karma is infallible and
immutable. As per this
law, every act or expres-
sion by a human being will
be experienced by him/her
in the same degree and
nobody can escape the
effects of this law. What we
cannot see most of the
time is how and when an
action is punished or rewarded, due to which we get
disillusioned. However, as per the karmic law, some-
times the result of an action may be carried over to
the next life and hence, it says that there is always
justice in whatever happens. The fact that there are
all kinds of differences — physical, economical and
social — is the very evidence. It’s because of the con-
sequences of your previous karma which are car-
ried over and experienced in the next birth.

We hence should perceive life in a deeper and
a more holistic way. First, we must realise that the
doer of karma is not the body but the being or the
soul, which is immortal. The eternal law of karma
facilitates and shapes the continuous journey or evo-
lution of the human soul. We are here to express our
true nature and experience the reward of that. Our
expressions may be a subtle feeling or thought or
they may be a visible action.

It is unfortunate that most people today are blind
to their spiritual identity and law of karma, as a result
of which they believe that they are here for one life-
time and so they can eat, drink, make merry and
indulge in all pleasures through right or wrong
means. But the fact is that such people may have
wealth but they lack peace of mind, health and true
joy. This narrow-minded limited view of human life
has spawned vices such as lust, greed, ego and attach-
ment. In the pursuit to have more, enjoy more and
possess more, people have become totally callous
about values like honesty, compassion, sharing and
cooperation. Even when people suffer the result of
their bad karma, they do not realise that they have
to improve themselves instead they blame others and
become even more corrupt and vicious. If people
could see in advance that each corrupt deed they
commit would boomerang into a painful suffering
or loss for them either in this life or in the future,
they would never commit something wrong again.
But they neither have the wisdom nor the strength
to live a life of total moral integrity. We must realise
that the richness of one’s character is the most essen-
tial and real wealth that raises the value of human
life.

Today, people have lost faith in god and good
karma. But the law of karma is the most foolproof
one that guarantees good return to those who do
good. The time and place and the source from where
it will come vary. But the wheel of divine justice never
fails. So, instead of seeking short-term pleasures and
rewards through corrupt deeds, let us live a right-
eous life and reap the fruit of abundant joy and well-
being. 
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Last month, Lieutenant Governor of
Jammu & Kashmir, Manoj Sinha,
reviewed the progress of the

Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana
(PMGSY) in a meeting held at Raj
Bhavan in Srinagar. While stressing upon
maintaining the quality of roads, he
directed the concerned officials to strict-
ly adhere to the project timelines. The
focus of the LG reflects not only the strate-
gic significance of the territorial connec-

tivity in remote, hilly regions but also
stresses upon ‘roads’ being an important
indicator of development. It is through
roads that people residing in these tough,
mountainous corners of this newly-
announced Union Territory will be able
to participate in development of the coun-
try. However, the condition of roads in
several difficult-to-reach areas needs
immediate attention of the administra-
tion.

In the border district of Poonch,
located 250 km from Jammu city, many
villages still lack road connectivity.
Malhan, the smallest Panchayat of
Surankot tehsil in Poonch, is one of the
many areas where road connectivity has
been one of the most pressing issues for
several years now. In 2012, the initiation
of work for road construction between
Sehri Khawaja to Ziarat Sharif Maidan
had brought a new ray of hope for the vil-

lagers. The idea of not having to go
through difficult mountainous trails dur-
ing extreme weather conditions provid-
ed a sense of comfort to them. But the
happiness was short-lived as due to
some internal reasons, the construction
was put on hold. Now, it’s been eight years,
and people here are still awaiting that road
construction to go on the floors again and
connect them with the town.

“We had given up our land for the
department to pave the road. Villagers
sacrificed their fields and gardens for the
larger good of the entire community that
faces several challenges while commut-
ing through the kutcha roads,” shared the
villagers who have not received any
compensation for the land they had given
up. According to them, officials from the
department visit the area only to leave
after giving them assurances, which have
not yet been materialised into anything
concrete in the last eight years.

During his Poonch visit in July this
year, the former LG Girish Chandra
Murmu, the predecessor to LG Manoj
Sinha, had also focussed on the construc-
tion of roads. That time, the chief of the
concerned department had visited the vil-
lage and had promised the villagers that
the matter will be resolved at the earliest
and the road will be completed, howev-
er, only to no relief.

“The road belongs to my ward. Its
incomplete construction has become a
hindrance in other works of development
in the entire Panchayat. To attract the
attention of the concerned authority, this
Panchayat had even boycotted the second
phase of the programme, ‘Back to Village’
run by the Central Government, but to
no avail,” explained Shamim Akhter, the
Panch of Ward No 5.

Adding to the complication, the
Panchayat has recently received guidelines
from the district department that the con-
struction of houses under Indira Awas
Yojana (IAY) should be completed with-
in three months. The beneficiaries of the
scheme were waiting for the road to be
constructed as without it building a
house will be quite difficult. If they do not
obey the orders, they will have to return
the installment that has come into their
accounts along with an interest. “That’s
the dilemma. If the road issue isn’t
resolved soon, I will not be able to ben-
efit from the IAY scheme. Construction
of roads need to be completed first and
then the houses should be built,” shared
Abdul Khaliq, one of the beneficiaries of
the IAY scheme.

Not just construction of the houses
but the development challenges of such
isolated villages can be addressed easily
once they are connected via roads.
Reaching schools, hospitals and town for
work and other needs will become easi-
er. The emphasis of the current admin-
istration on construction of roads in rural
areas is surely a positive sign. It is this
belief in the government that people of
this village are waiting patiently for their
dreams to be fulfilled.
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On a quiet road in India’s cap-
ital, tucked away on a wide,

red-bricked sidewalk, kids set
adrift by the country’s COVID-
19 lockdown are being tutored.

The children, ages four to 14,
carry book bags more than two
kilometers (a mile) from their
thatched-roof huts on the banks
of the Yamuna River to this
impromptu, roadside classroom.
There, they receive free lessons
in Math, Science, English and
Physical Education, taught by a
former diplomat and his wife.

It all began when Veena
Gupta’s maid, who lives on the
bank of the river, complained
that with schools shut, children
in her impoverished communi-
ty were running amok and wast-
ing time. “If they stayed at home
doing nothing, they’d become
drifters,” said Dolly Sharma,
who works at Veena’s high-rise
apartment, which overlooks the
lush riverbank.

Veena, a singer and grand-
mother of three, and her hus-
band, Virendra Gupta, decided
to go out to the street and teach
the kids so they are not left
behind when school reopens.
“They don’t have access to inter-
net, their schools are shut and
they don’t have any means to
learn,” said Veena, who bought
books, pencils, notebooks and
other teaching materials, and set
up the small, open-air classroom

under the shade of a leafy
banyan tree.

The country’s stringent lock-
down to curb the spread of
COVID-19 shut schools across
the country in late March. Most
remain closed as the number of
cases has surged past five mil-
lion, making India second worst-
hit in the world by the
Coronavirus.

While many private schools
switched to digital learning and
online classes, children in most
government-run schools either
don’t have that option or don’t
have the means to purchase dig-

ital learning tools like laptops or
smartphones. “There is only
one mobile phone in my family
and it is usually with my father.
I can’t study online,” said Nitin
Mishra, a ninth grade student in
Virendra’s math class. Mishra’s

mother works as a part-time
maid and his father is unable to
find employment.

The street-side classes have
grown as dozens of children
showed keen interest. Now the
Guptas — with help from their

driver, Heera — teach three dif-
ferent groups thrice a week,
morning and evening. After
class, the children are treated to
homemade lemonade and cook-
ies prepared by Veena.

The two say teaching the
kids makes them feel closer to
their grandchildren, who live
abroad. “My father would make
me spend my summer vacation
learning the next year’s cur-
riculum in advance,” said
Virendra, who served as Indian
ambassador to several coun-
tries including South Africa. It
really boosted my confidence

and made me interested in
schoolwork. And that is what I
am trying to do with these chil-
dren, so when their school
reopens, they are slightly ahead
of their class.”

Veena said she hopes to
recruit more volunteers to teach
the street-side classes. “It is not
about the money that people can
contribute and give, it is about
their time,” she said. “They
should take out little bit of their
time, an hour or so, if not every
day, every alternate day, and
come and help these children.”
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Mayank Agarwal outshone
his Kings XI Punjab cap-
tain KL Rahul with a

maiden IPL hundred as the duo
pummelled the Rajasthan Royals
bowlers into submission to post
an imposing 223 for 2 here on
Sunday.

Agarwal (106) and Rahul (69)
stitched 183 runs for the opening
stand, the highest partnership
for any wicket so far this season
as they took apart the Royals
bowlers who were also wayward
in their line and length.

The duo just missed the
record of highest opening wick-
et partnership in IPL history by
a mere two runs when Agarwal
was out in the 17th over after hit-
ting 10 fours and seven sixes dur-
ing his magnificent 50-ball knock.

Nicholas Pooran then hit 25
not out from just eight balls
while Glenn Maxwell  a lso
remained unbeaten on 13.

Rahul was content to playing
second fiddle to Agarwal though
the KXIP captain also made some
brilliant shots during his 54-ball
knock studded with seven fours
and a six, continuing his rich vein
of form after his 132 not out
against Royal  Challengers
Bangalore.

Agarwal surged ahead of his
captain by reaching his fifty (from
26 balls) in style with a six off
Shreyas Gopal and followed it up
with another maximum to bring
up KXIP's 100 in the ninth over.

KXIP reached 110 at the
halfway mark.

The Royals captain Steve
Smith kept on shuffling his
bowlers and spinner Rahul
Tewatia was hit for 19 runs in the
eighth over, which included two
sixes and a four.

The Royals bowlers had no
clue how to deal with the maraud-
ing opening duo. Only Ankit
Rajpoot conceded less than 10
runs an over. 
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Royal Challengers
Bangalore would be

looking to address their
pace-bowling concerns
when they face defending
champions Mumbai
Indians in the Indian
Premier League here on
Monday.

RCB started on a win-
ning note but then their
star-studded collapsed
against Kings XI Punjab,
resulting in a humbling
97-run defeat.

After scores of 14 and

1, Kohli is due for a big
one and would be itching
to spend more time in the
middle.

Opener Devdutt
Padikkal, who started his
IPL career with a classy
half-century, did not do
much against KXIP and
will be aiming for consis-
tency.

Australian limited
overs captain Aaron Finch
would be hoping to con-

vert starts into match-
winning performances
while AB de Villers, who
has looked in god touch,
will be expected to pro-
vide the late fireworks
again with the lower-
order not inspiring a lot of
hope. 

It is still not clear
whether RCB will have
the services of South
African all-rounder Chris
Morris, who sat out of the

first two games due to a
side strain.

In the bowling
department, Yuzvendra
Chahal, as always, will be
the key man with pacers,
barring Navdeep Saini,
leaking runs.

Dale Steyn and
Umesh Yadav have
proved expensive so far.
The South African great is
likely to retain his place in
the playing eleven but the
same can’t be said about
Yadav, who could make
way for Mohammad Siraj.

England all-rounder

Moeen Ali will be a wel-
come addition to the mid-
dle-order but with Josh
Phillippe keeping wickets
regularly, he can only
replace Steyn.

Mumbai Indians, who
ticked all the boxes in
their comfortable win
against Kolkata Knight
Riders, are unlikely to tin-
ker with their team com-
position.

The biggest positive is
that skipper Rohit Sharma
is back among the runs
and looked in ominous
touch against KKR, and so

did Suryakumar Yadav.
The only change that

the team can make is bring
in Ishan Kishan in place of
the bulky Saurabh Tiwary.

Apart from their bat-
ting prowess, Hardik
Pandya and Kieron
Pollard can jointly per-
form the role of an addi-
tional bowler, but MI
coach Mahela
Jayawardane has made it
clear that they don’t want
to take any risks with
Hardik, who is playing
after a long break follow-
ing a back injury.
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